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I. Introduction

We have in the past year investigated several research projects on

"White-Light Optical Information Processing and Holography." Our research

["  works have been quite consistent with our AFOSR sponsored research grant

reporting in various journals and conference publications. Sample

copies of these papers are included in this annual report in the sub-

sequent sections, for which to provide a concise documentation of our

work. In the following sections, we will provide a general overview

1 of our research progress made in the past twelve months and we will

detail some of those research progresses. A list of publications

resulting from AFOSR's support is included at the end of this report.

II. Summary and Overview

Since the invention of laser (i.e., a strong coherent source) laser

has become a fashionable tool for many scientific applications particu-

larly as applied to coherent optical signal processing. However coherent

optical signal processing systems are plagued with coherent noises,

which frequently limit their processing capability. As noted by the

late Gabor, the Nobel prize winner in physics in 1970 for his invention

of holography, the coherent noise is the number one enemy of the Modern

Optical Signal Processing [1]. Aside the coherent noise, the coherent

. sources are usually expensive, and the coherent processing envirozments

are very stringent. For example, heavy optical benches and dust free

envirorments are generally required.

Recently, we have looked at the optical processing from a different

standpoint. A question arises, is it necessarily true that all optical

i signal processing required a coherent source? The answer to this question

is that there are many optical signal processings that can be carried out

IJ
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by a white-light source [2]. The advantages of the proposed white-light

signal processing technique are: 1. It is capable of suppressing the

coherent noise; 2. White-light sources are usually inexpensive 3. The

processing environments are not critical; 4. The white-light system is

relatively easy and economical to maintain; and 5. The white-light pro-

cessor is particularly suitable for color image processing.

There is however a basic different approach toward a coherent and

a white-light processor. In coherent processing, virtually no one seems

to care about the coherence requirements, since the laser provides a

strong coherent source. However, in white-light processing, the knowledge

1of the coherence requirement is usually needed.

* In white-light processing we would approach the problem backward.

First, we should know what is the processing operation we wish to perform:

Is it a l-D or 2-D processing? Is the signal filtering a point or point-

pair concept? What is the spatial bandwidth of the signal? etc. Then

with these knowledge, we would be able to evaluate the coherence require-

ments at the Fourier and at the input planes. From the evaluated results,

1. we would be able to design a signal sampling function and a source encoding

function to obtain these requirements. The objective of using a signal

sampling function is to achieve a high degree of temporal coherence in

Fourier plane so that the signal can be processing in complex amplitude,

for the entire spectral band of a white-light source. And for the source

encoding is to alleviate the constraints of an extended white-light source.

In the following sections, we shall highlight some of the research

done during the past year effort on the white-light signal processing.

1.1
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2.1 Coherence Requirement (See Section III)

1Our research in the past year period has included the evaluation

of the coherent requirement for white-light signal processing [3]. The

mutual intensity function for a partially coherent light is used to

]I develop an expression for the output intensity distribution for a broad-

band optical information processor. The coherence requirement for

smeared image deblurring and image subtraction is then determined using

the intensity distribution.

I We have shown that the temporal and spatial coherence requirements

for some partially coherent optical processing operations, namely,

image deblurring and image subtraction, can be determined in terms of

j- the output intensity distribution. For image deblurring the temporal

coherence requirement depends on the ratio of the deblurring width to

J the smeared length of the blurred image. To obtain a higher degree of

deblurring a narrower spectral width of the light source is required.

I For example, if the deblurring ratio Aw/w is 0.1, the spectral width,

AX, should be < 640 A.

For the spatial coherence requirement the image deblurring depends

1 on both the deblurring ratio Aw/w and the smeared length w. If the

deblurring ratio Aw/w - 1/10 and w - 1 m, a slit source < 0.26 m

I sshould be used. For a smeared image deblurring operation the con-

straints of the temporal and spatial coherence requirements are not

I critical, which can be achieved in practice.

IFor image subtraction, the temporal coherence requirement is

determined by the highest spatial frequency and the separation of the

]I input object transparencies. If the separation and spatial frequency

of the input transparencies are high, a narrower spatial bandwidth of

1. the light source is required.

[
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For spatial coherence requirement, the modulation transfer function,

which determines the contrast of the subtracted image, depends on the

ratio of the slit width to the spatial period of the encoding mask,

I je., d/D. If the ratio d/D is low, a higher contrast subtracted image

can be obtained. For example, with d/D - 0.05, a relatively higher

* MTF - 0.85 can be obtained. Compared with the image deblurring operations,

the coherence requirements are more stringent for the subtraction process.

Finally, we have concluded that, the solution to the coherence

requirement for partially coherent processing is not restricted to the

application of the deblurring and subtraction operation, but may also

be applied to any other optical processing operation.

2.2 Apparent Transfer Function (See Section IV).

We have in the past year period evaluated an apparent transfer

function for our white-light optical signal processing system [41.

The nonlinear behavior of the partially coherent optical processor,

when considering either intensity or amplitude distribution input signals,

necessitates the use of the apparent transfer function to accurately

predict the system response. We have derived the general formulas for

MTF in terms of the theory of partially coherent light. These deriva-

tions indicate the dependence of HTF upon the degree of spatial cbher-

ence (i.e., the source size) as well as the degree of temporal coherence

(i.e., the source spectral bandwidth). MTF has been shown to be less

dependent upon the spatial coherence requirement as compared to its

relationship with the temporal coherence requirement.

It has been oted that the spatial bandwidth of our optical processor

is primarily dependent upon the size of the filter ax, where the filter

is placed in the Fourier plane. The transfer systems bandwidth may be

Ii
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increased by using a larger spatial filter Ax. However, the size of

the filter is selected such that Ax - p0fAX, which is linearly related

to the spatial frequency of grating, the focal length of the transform

lens and the spectral width of the light source. A narrow spectral

" band AX is necessary for most partially coherent optical information

processing operations. In order to achieve the required AX for a

1. wide strip of spatial filter Ax in the spatial frequency plane, a dif-

fraction grating of sufficiently high frequency p0 at the input plane

is needed. For example, for partially coherent processing with a

I. white light source, a set of narrow spectral band filters, each with

a spectral bandwidth AX, can be used in the spatial frequency plane.

SFinally, we conclude that the apparent transfer function which

we have obtained is rather general and may be applied to any partially

coherent optical processing system.

2.3 Source Encoding and Signal Sampling (See Section V).

We have in the past year developed a concept of source encoding

and signal sampling for our white-light signal processor [5]. We have

shown that the advantage of source encoding is to provide an appropriate

spatial coherence function at the input plane so that the signal processing

jcan be carried out by an extended incoherent source. The effect of the

signal sampling is to achieve the temporal coherence requirement at the

Fourier plane so that the signal can be processed in complex amplitude.

If the filtering operation is two-dimensional, a multi-spectral-band 2-D

filters should be utilized. If the filtering operation is one-dimensional,

I a fan-shape filter can be used.

In short, one should carry out the processing requirements backward

I- for a white-light processing. With these processing requirements (e.g.,

LI
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operation, temporal and spatial coherence requirements), multi-spectral-

band or broad-band filter, signal sampling function, and source encoding

mask can be synthesized. Thus the signal processing can be carried out

[in complex amplitude over the whole-spectral band of the white-light

source.

2.4 Broadband Image Deblurring (See Reference 6)

In this period of research, we have shown a broadband color image

deblurring technique utilizing a whitew-light source [6]. This broad

spatial band deblurring technique utilized a grating base method to

j obtain a dispersed smeared image spectra in the Fourier plane so that

the deblurring operation can be taken placed in complex amplitude for

the entire visible wavelengths. To perform this complex amplitude

deblurring for the entire spectral band of the light source, we have

Ishown that a fan-type deblurring filter to compensate the scale varia-
tion of the smeared signal spectra due to wavelength dispersion can be

utilized. To alleviate the low transmission efficiency of the deblurring

filter, we synthesized the deblurring filter with the combination of a

broadband phase filter and a fan-shaped amplitude filter. The broad

spectral band phase filter is synthesized by optical coating techniques,

wh:e* the fan-shaped amplitude filter is obtained by a 1-D coherent

processing technique.

By comparison of the results obtained by the broadband image

deblurring with the narrow spectral band and coherent techniques,

(we have seen that the results obtained by the broadband deblurring offer

a higher image quality. We have also shown that the broadband deblurring

technique is very suitable for color image deblurring. We have provided

several color Iage deblurring results obtained by the broadband deblurring

Ltechnique. From theme color debl.urred images we have seen that the
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[b fidelity of the color reproduction is very high and the quality of

deblurred image is rather good. Although there is some degree of

color blur due to chromatic aberration of the transform lenses, it

f. can be eliminated by utilizing higher-quality achromatic transform

lenses.

Further improvements of the deblurring can also be obtained by

utilizing a blazed grating to achieve a higher smeared spectral

diffraction efficiency so that a wider spatial band deblurring filter

can be used to achieve a higher degree of deblurring.

2.5 Color Image Subtraction (See Section VI)

We have also in this period accomplished a research project on

j color image subtraction with extended incoherent sources [7]. We

have introduced a source encoding technique to obtain a point-pair

spatial coherence function for the subtraction operation. The basic

advantage of source encoding is to increase the available light power

for the image subtraction operation, so that the inherent difficulty

of obtaining incoherent point sources can be alleviated. Since the

technique uses incoherent sources, the annoying coherent artifact

noise can be suppressed. We would see that the concept of color image

subtraction may also be extended to the use of white-light source, for

which a program is currently under investigation. In experimental

demonstrations, we have shown that color subtracted images can be easily

obtained by this incoherent subtraction technique. Since virtually all

t. images of natural objects are color, the technique may offer a wide

range of practical applications.

2.6 Rainbow Holographic Aberrations (See Section VII)

j. In this period, we have also theoretically evaluated the primary

aberrations and the bandwidth requirements for rainbow holographic
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processes 18]. The results obtained for the rainbow holographic process

are rather general, for which the conventional holographic image

resolution, aberrations, and bandwidth requirements, can be derived.

The conditions for the elimination of the five primary rainbow holo-

graphic aberrations are also given. These conditions may be useful

for the application of obtaining a high-quality rainbow hologram image.

In terms of bandwidth requirements, we have shown that the bandwidth

requirement for a rainbow holographic construction is usually several

orders lower than that of a conventional holographic process. There-

fore, a lower-resolution recording medim can generally be used for

most of the rainbow holographic constructions.

2.7 Remarks

We have demonstrated in the past twelve months that the proposed

white-light optical signal processor is very suitable for color image

processings, which is one step closer to the reality of the practical

optical image processing. As compared with the conventional coherent

* optical signal processor and the electronic digital counterparts,

the white-light signal processor offers the advantage of

1. Cost effective in operation,

2. Simplicity of system maintenance,

and 3. Suitability for color signal processing.

However, there is a basic different approach toward a coherent

and a white-light processor. In white-light processing, the knowledge

of the coherence requirement is usually needed. With the knowledge of

the temporal coherence requirement in the Fourier plane and the spatial

coherence requirement at the input plane, a signal sampling function and

-a source encoding function can be utilized to achieve these requirements

such that the signal processing can be carried out by an extended white-
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light source. In other words, one should carry out the processing

requirements backward for a white-light processing, so that the

signal can be processing in complex amplitude rather than in intensity.

In short, we have shown that the white-light processor on one

hand can process the signal in complex amplitude like a coherent

* processor, on the other hand it suppresses the coherent noise like

* an incoherent processor.I
2.8 Future Research

Our future research is expected to follow the general direction

addressed in the proposal. Attention will be given in the following:

1. To develop a real-time processing capability for the

proposed white-light processing technique.

2. To carry out various experimental demonstrations for the

real-time processing mode.

3. To develop a real-time color image processing technique.

4. To carry out the real-time color image processing capa-

bilities as applied to color image transformation, restora-

tion, detection, encoding, etc.

5. To develop a technique of synthesizing a multi-wavelength

complex spatial filter that is suitable for white-light

signal detection system.

6. To carry out a computer generated spatial filter program for

the broadband optical detection and recognition problem.

7. Provides experimental demonstrations of the principles and

processing operation that we propose.

8. Extension of the source encoding technique for image subtrac-

tion utilizing a broadband white-light source,

i.
.........
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9. The implementation of natural sun light for the proposed

processing system.

In summary, our goal is to develop a full research program on the

white-light signal processing technique which has the capability of

carrying out all the major processing operations that a coherent

optical processor can offer. This white-light optical processing system

is vitally essential in many areas of monochrome and color signal

processings. We are confident that this white-light processing

technique will provide a step toward the research and development

of white-light and sunlight optical computers.
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. rinted from Applied Optka, Vol. 21, page 2587, July 15, 1982
Copyright 0 1982 by te Optical Society of America and reprinted by permission of the copyright owner.

Coherence requirements for partially coherent optical

processing

S. L. Zhuang and F. T. S. Yu

The mutual intensity function for a partially coherent light is used to develop an expression for the output
intensity distribution for a broadband optical information processor. The coherence requirement for
smeared image deblurring and image subtraction is then determined using the intensity distribution. We
also quantitatively show the dependence of coherence criteria on the spectral bandwidth, the source size.
deblurring width, spatial frequency, and the separation of input object transparencies.

. Introduction white-light source) with an intensity distribution
Optical systems perform myriad sophisticated in- y(xo,Yo). The input plane P, contains the signal

formation processing operations using coherent light.'- 3  transparency and also a coding mask (e.g., a sinusoidal
However, coherent systems are susceptible to coherent grating) if needed.1 2-'4  Let the complex amplitude
artifact noise, which frequently limits their processing transmittance at this plane be t(u,v). Its spectrum may
capability. The use of incoherent light alleviates the then be processed in complex amplitude by placing a
noise problem, 4- 7 usually at the cost of a lowered sig- complex spatial filter f(xy) in the Fourier plane. The
nal-to-noise ratio due to dc bias. Various workers have theory of partially coherent light can be used now tostudied optical systems which employ (a) a totally in- write the output intensity distribution,""6s

coherent source8-9 or (b) a broadband source with re- if -"
duced coherence.'0 The question to be addressed in the l-u',V) -E .2 T-(xoY)S(XlC(X,
paper is, to what degree can we relax the coherence re-
quirement without sacrificing the overall results of the x f T(. + o0, y + y,)f(xy)
processing system? We use Wolf's 1 theory of partiallycoherent light to develop the necessary coherence cri- x ezp-j2j ! (zu' +yv'Ilddyj2dxodyodA, Ill

teria for an optical processor. The results are used to f I I
discuss the temporal and spatial coherence require- where S(X) and C(,) are defined to be the relativements for the specific problems of image deblurring and spectral intensity of the light source and the relative
image subtraction. spectral response sensitivity of the detector, respec-

The nature of optical processing operations governs tively. T(xy;X) is the Fourier spectrum of the inputthe spatial and temporal coherence requirements nec- transparency for wavelength A, of the light source. The
essary to obtain satisfactory results. As system con- integration is performed over the spectral bandwidth
figuration varies from one application to the other it is AX of the light source, X0 being its center wavelength.desirable to develop a generalized function for the sys- In the following sections we shall use the output in-
tem output intensity expressed as a function of the tensity distribution given by Eq. (1) to evaluate the
spectral and spatial bandwidths. coherence requirement for image deblurring and imageConsider the partially coherent optical processing subtraction of a partially coherent optical information

system' 2-14 in Fig. 1. Let the source plane P0 be that processor.
of an incoherent spatially extended light source (i.e., N C R..,,n.it Mr De w'lg

A photographic image deblurring technique
employing a white-light source has been described in
previous papers.13,15 We had briefly stated that the

The authors are with Pennsylvania State University, Electrical coherence requirements depend on the smeared length
Engineering Department, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. of the object and the size and spectral bandwidth of the

Received 8 March 1982. light source. 17 We shall now discuss the temporal and
0003-6935/82/142587.09$01.00/0. spatial coherence requirements for image deblurring
c 1982 Optical Society of America. separately.

IS July 1982 / Vol. 21, No. 14 / APPLED OPTICS 2587
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A. Temporal Coherence Requirement ,oo.o t .
We consider a spectrally broadband point source for . Le L,

which the intensity distribution can be expressed by a L i
Dirac 6 function, i.e., y(x0,y0) -5(xoy 0). The spectral
distribution is uniform over the bandwidth [s(\) = k, e
a constant]. If the smeared length W is known a priori,
the output deblurred image irradiance can be derived 1-- f '- f --- - -1- ' --
from Eq. (1) as Fig. 1. Partially coherent optical processing system: P0, source

plane; Pi. input plane; P2, Fourier plane; P3. output plane; L, achro-
lu',U') f IA(u',L"V;) 2dX, (2) matic lenses.

where A and Xh are the extreme lower and upper t(u.x) = rect(ulW), (4)
wavelengths of the light source;

T~x%,X)&y)exp 2wT~xy;,) - J[t(u~v)l - sine (f\H - (5)

A 5u'.L,';,\) E .~y 1-i At (u' + Yv')Jdxdy (3) where ( is the focal length of the achromatic transform

is the output complex light distribution of the deblurred lenses, and
image due to wavelength \; T(xy;A) is the Fourier 1 Ju _< W/2,
spectrum of the input blurred transparency t (u,v) due rect(,/W) - 10 otherw/s. (6)
to X; and f(xy) is the deblurring filter. otherwie.

We note that, if the input blurred image is superim- The deblurring filter is thus
posed with a sinusoidal phase grating, the blurred image 1 1
spectrum will disperse into rainbow colors in the Fourier f(x:;o) = T(x;Xo) = w7)
plane thus allowing a stripwise design of deblurring sine (-x)
filter for each narrow spatial bend in the Fourier plane.
It is evident that the temporal coherence requirement where X0 is the center wavelength of the light source,
is limited by the narrow spectral band (i.e., narrow strip) and for simplicity we have adopted a 1-D notation. The
of the deblurring filter. If the input object is a linear corresponding deblurred image is given by
smeared image, a fan-shaped deblurring filter can be r
used to compensate the wavelength variation. 13.15  A(u';X) - T(x;A)f(x;Xo)ex.-i xudx
Since each of the narrow strip deblurring filters is spa- E 1 1.2w ,)

tial frequency-limited over a narrow spectral band, the - rect(u'/W)* 5" I exp-j - u )dx, (8)
coherence requirement for each narrow strip filter can -- sine
be equivalently analyzed as the case without the input
phase grating (i.e., the coding mask). where * denotes the convolution operation. By a

Since the image deblurring takes place at every image straightforward but tedious calculation, illustrated in
point the linear blurred image transparency may be the Appendix, the deblurred image of Eq. (8) can be
represented as shown to be

2m rnA0o 2rnhoLA2 E-1) sin--sin- -u'- sgn(u'), for lu'l > W/2.
A(u';A) = 4.-I A AW (9)

EA --1 cos-', for lu'l W12.
r A AW

where the series converges for 2m >> 1. In the final
result it can be shown that the output image irradiance
is given by

I"'(u'.AA) -2AIJ' _ I: (31A; cla,,.(u')A.l

- , 3 cosla,.., (u')Xl- 6 (la,w(-')l IA;2 sinla,..(u')Xl
- A2 sina.. (u')Ail - 6 1a1..(u.'2lA cosla.. . (u')Xal

- A;' co la,,. (U')AaIl -6 11. (U')P [SijX.) - Si(A&)l). for Iu'l > W/2, (10)

'"(='.uh 7) - E- l-l)"+," (Ela , II')J ISiEA.) - Si(\b)l
ar n'Il

+ 6la ,.(-')l 2 IA;' co,la;' .(u'A I - X;' cosla ,(u'Abil

+ 610..,(u')l IX;2 sinla'.(-)A.I - A;' sinla'..(u')Xol

- 3IX; 3s ina .. (u')A.I - A cohfa1..4u'b ID, for lu'l 1 W/2. (III

26M APLED OPTICS /Vol. 21. No. 14 / 15 July 1962
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For these equations, note that z(s.h

X- X/(A0 AX), (12) 0. o

b " Xo/(Ao + AX,), (13)

Si(x) A f ME sdy. (14) .f

a1.(u') a r(n - n')(Q - 2u'/W), //
a3.(u') _ r(n - n')(1 + 2u'/W), .-'

a ,s(u') = ir(n + n')(1 - 2u'/W),
-#8 W -u -4m lo 8 #8 #8o # 8oe

a(.(u') - z(n + l')(1 + 2u'/W), (15)

and Fig. 2. Output intensity distribution of the deblurred image. AX,
spectral bandwidth of the light source; W, smeared length.

aV.(u') - rin(1 - 2u'/W) - n'(1 + 2u'/W)I,

a.(u') - rn(l + 2u'/W) - n'(1 - 2u'/W)I,

a.,(u') - rIn(l - 2u'/W) + n'(1 + 2u'/W)I,

aW(u') - sin(1 + 2u'/W) + n'(1 - 2u'/W)I. (16)

Equations (10)-(16) provide the mathematical basis a OA
for the evaluation of the temporal coherence require-
ment of a smeared image deblurring process. Plots of
the normalized deblurred image irradiance, defined as £ o4 .osom
a function of u' and the bendwidth AX, are shown in Fig. u
2. X0 - 5461 A was used for the calculation. It is evi-
dent that if the light source is strictly coherent (i.e., AX 0 200 w o oo
= 0), the deblurred point image is infinitesimal. Also oSpu,'e se , m°
note that the degree of deblurring decreases as the
temporal coherence of the light source reduces. The
deblurred length A W represents the spread of the de- Fig. 3. Plots of the deblurring width AW a a function of the spectral
blurred image irradiance. It is formally defined as the bandwidth of the light source AX for various values of smeared light
separation between the 10% points of I(u). The de- W.
blurred length A W can he shown to decrease mono-
tonically with AX. Plots of AW as a function of the
spectral bandwidth AX for various values of smeared
length W are shown in Fig. 3. It may be shown that the
deblurred length AW is linearly proportional to the
smear length W for a given value of AX. The greater
the smear, the more difficult the deblurring process. In Ts L. UMlsf T"t" Ciebesuse Rsquansui
principle this may be corrected by decreasing the AW/W 1/20 1/15 1/10 1/8 1/5
spectral bandwidth of the light source. Table I nu- A,(A) 270 400 640 750 990
merically summarizes the preceding analysis. The
value of AX can be regarded as the temporal coherence
requirement for the deblurring process.

B. Spatial Coherence Requirement
The relationship between the source size and the

image intensity distribution is the key factor in the (u') - Jrect(o/As)A(u'Ao;X)l'dzo. (18)
calculation of the degree of spatial coherence require-
ment for a particular image deblurring system. The where
following analysis mumes a 1-D processor for sim- A(u'xo,) - .in[ ( + ,)1 e,-/ z-' d.r
plicity. E

Assume the intensity distribution of the light source I 12

is given by - tj L7 Zu

If an extended monochromatic light source is used, the and * denotes the convolution operation.
output intensity distribution of Eq. (1) becomes Equation (19) can be reduced to the form of

l5 JUly 1962 / VO. 21. No. 14 /APPUIED OPTICS 2600
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2If , (-l)"n eip2vau'/W)ez in(a + n)- ex _-j L-uuine(a- n)], for Iu'l > W/2,

A (u'.xoA,) j (-I) M n exp(j2wau'/W) 1 1 - expU(ia - n)u'/WI ca(a - nI(20)

+ - I - e-pjj2w(a + n)u'/Wi cou'(a + )I, for lu'l 4 W/2,

where a - xoWl(Af).
By substituting Eq. (20) into Eq. (2) and performing and

the required mathematical evaluation, the deblurred S(m.,A) = Silw(2u'/W U pil(As) + mil
image irradiance is found to be (a) for u'l > W /2: - Sdir(2u'/W * +)m-ilA + (28.

,4)(,.A,) 14./ , Z , .(As) cosf2r(n - ' )u'/W Ctm, a) - C,1 1frl2'/W * 11 ia(A-) + mIlW~2..,4'- Cj [r]2u'/W *: III -5(As) + mIlI-+ 4, , (A.) coe[2s(n + n')u'/WII. (21) -C~l1dW*il-(s lIThus the spatial coherence requirement of an imageNote that, in this equation, the following parameters deblurring process may be evaluated by using Eqs. (21)may be defined: and (26). The output intensity distribution of this

S,(mA) - S I2wr(As) - m)li - Si12r[- (A-) - rl. (22) process is plotted in Fig. 4.

In addition define Recall the definition of the deblurred length AW
stated to be the separation between the 10% points of

C,(mA)-=C[2iwi(As)+ml]-C,[2rl(,.)-il, (23) the image irradiance (u'). Figure 5 shows the plots of

where AW as a function of the source size As and the smear
length W. From this figure it can be seen that when the

Si() .- spatial width of the light source increases beyond a
SIS) =. ,critical size As,, the deblurred length becomes inde-

C(z) - ! d6, (24)

-(s AS W/(2?4I), 1(5.55)

and £,.0

#M'(A nn' in n + 5(a() .
- 1n n- (Aa)[(-I)'C(nA-) - (-)n'Cj(n',A-)I1 , (25)

-((-14'SC(n.,) - (-)¢(n',a.ij] . "'"' "

Fig. 4. Output intensity distribution of the deblurred imape for(b) for I u'l : W/2 we may similarly show various values of the source size As.

(2)(u',Al) - 1 I46xf(AE) + @ (A.) sin[21(n' - n)u'IWi

+ 4.(5s) cos12r(n' - n)u'IWJ + 4 .(As) cos[21r(n + n')u'/Wl. (26)

where

+ (-1)" n [S- (n'. ) + C;(n',A@)J.

'u.(-) n [SK(n.AO) + S 0(n, (27)

_- .(-n)"' C [-(n.A) + C,(n.A8)j

+ 2- fIn [fn + Zs + I~j(nAe) - C,(v'.A)lj
40.(66) 1 n in - (As) ICj(n.A0) + C]n'.A)I

n n - 11
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pendent of As and equal to W. Table U provides a brief VTa t d e,1 n5 A

numerical summary of the key parameters for the de-
termination of the spatial coherence in image deblurr- Aw
ing. From this table it is evident that the spatial co- V
herence requirement is inversely proportional to the 1/2D 1/15 1/10 1/5
smear length W. That is, the longer the smearing W
length, the smaller the source size is required. o.5 mm 0.2 0.38 0.6 0.92

1 mm 0.1 0,18 0.26 0.40
IL CoArenO Rqul u 1oW kage sumac"on 2 , 0.06 0.06 0.12 0.18

S Wu and Yut e have reported an image subtraction
procedure employing an extended incoherent source
and a source encoded mask Here, we shall discuss the

* •temporal and spatial coherence requirements of the
image subtraction process and show that they depend
on the size and spectral bandwidth of the light

* source.
£ The output intensity distribution can be derived by

calculating the propagation of the mutual coherence
function through an optical system that utilizes an en-
coded extended source. With reference to Fig. 6 the
encoded source intensity distribution may be described
by

N
1(xo,Yo) - rect(zo/d) * " d(zo - nD), (29) -

where * denotes the convolution operation, D is the
spacing of the 2N + I encoding slits, and d is the width a
of each slit. Image subtraction is essentially a I-D U '
processing operation and will be analyzed as such., - -

The encoded mutual coherence function at the input - --.... -
plane P, can be written

J(u - u2;k) - (o p - (U, - s 1zd). (30) Se $e "( =I

or, in regard to Eq. (29),
N d(ut - u2) Fi g2v' , I 5. Plots of the deblurring width ma function ofthe source size

ju.'-U;Ai E sine - ( i"' -,.). for various valus oftthe mea lngth W.
sN Vf 'V

(31)

As shown in Fig. 6 two object transparencies, A(u) and
B(u), are placed at the input plane P1 . These can be
represented by

t(u) A(u -H) + B(u + H), (32)

where the separation between transparencies is 2H.
The mutual coherence function in the P2 plane is simply
the Fourier transform of Jo (uI - u2;\) convolved with
the spectrum of the amplitude transmittance function
t(u). The image subtraction process requires that a
sinusoidal grating of spatial frequency aO be placed in
the Fourier plane. Thus the mutual coherence function s e V
behind this grating is given by

J(x .z,;A) - 7 J(ui - u;A)t(u1 )tS(u)(1 + C sin2rwo1 ) -
x (1 + C sin2rwoift). (33) 1 Z

A final Fourier transform operation due to wavelength h

X will give the intensity distribution at the output plane - f - -- --I "-- I -" f " -" --I
P3:

Fg6.Partialy coheret optical procsing system for imqe sub-
"/(u'fA) f: Jxlt,;es;)imp-j r (x- zs)u'Jdzidzs, (34) trction: 81, iht source P. encoded extended our plane

P,, input Pl1Ue; P2, Fourir plas; P output plae, L, ahrmstic

or

15 My 192/1Val. 21. No. 14/APPL OPTI 2U
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I W ) - N IA~ u ' H ) 
2 + IB (u ' + H )1 2  + - 12 s in (2 d w o )

X R[A(u'- H + Xfwo)B(u'+ H - A/wo)] - IA(u' - H + \fWo) 2

- JB(u' + H - \fWo)12 - JA(u' - H - ?4Wo)1 2 - IB(u' + H + XfWo)I 2l, (35)

where Re denotes the real part of 1 1. From the above
equation we see that there are six diffracted image terms A'-)(u ' ) - d'A(u')/du",
at the output plane. If we only consider the diffracted (40)
images around the optical axis of the output plane, from B')()') = dmAB(u')/du ' 'v.
Eq. (35) we have we find that

°)(u';\) = IA(u - H + X4oWo)12 - 2 sinc(2dwo) 1(0)(u') = [IA()1 2 - 2 sinc(2dwo)A(u')B(u') + IB(u') 2I9A
x Re[A(u' - H + \Iwo)B(u' + H - Xfwo)]
+ JB(u' + H - \fWo)12. (36) + EI wo[A(MU, )2"-'(m + 1)!

where wo - H/Xf. .0

If the slit size d equals zero, the analysis reduces to - sinc(2dwo)B()(u')
the case of strictly spatial coherence with the intensity x [A(u') + B(u')](X) - '
distribution given by I

041u';MId.o = [A(u') - B(u')12 . (37) " 2f"+"-I)(m + m' + l)m'm'!m + mi' - ereo

Equations (36) and (37) show that a high-contrast A, 0
subtracted image requires a strictly spatial coherent (w'-0
system, and that the image quality will decrease as the X (iwo)'[A(mIu)A~m"(s
slit width d increases. - (-I)"" sinc(2dwo)A0"'(u')B(-')(u1)

To analyze the case of partial coherence assume the + - (41)
light source has a uniform spectral bandwidth and that This equation shows that a high-contrast subtracted
the spectral response of the detector is also uniform [i.e., image can be obtained with object transparencies of
s(X) = k; C(M = k]. Then the image intensity distri- moderately low spatial frequency content. In addition
bution at the output plane rnay be given by this equation may be used to compute the spectral re-

S t I I AW + Wfo)12 - 2 sinc(2dio) quirement of the light source.
) - A +An example analysis will be presented to develop the
x Re.A(u' + )'/o) modulation transfer function (MTF) equations. These
X B(u' - X'fwo)l + IB(u' - Xf'/Wo)I 2ld,', (38) will be used to determine the temporal and spatial co-

herence requirements of the image subtraction process.
where ' - X - Xo, Xo is the center frequency, and AX is Assume that the input object transparencies are given
the spectral bandwidth of the source; wo is the spatial by
frequency of the grating. Equation (38) may be sim-
plified by using a Taylor series expansion for the input A() - 1. B(u) = 1/2 [1 + Co cos(21ru)], (42)
object functions. Thus for where Co is the contrast of the sinusoidal grating.

. I In the case of strictly coherence (i.e., AX - d - 0) the
A(u'+ Wwo) A(u') + E AW(u')(X'fwo)- ,  subtracted image produces a contrast reversed image

(39) with intensity distribution
B(u' - Ww'fo) - B(u') + E. B(m)(u')G\/wo)-,

.,.70) - A ) - B(u')]2,  (43)
where or

lo(u') - 0--co(2wu') - co2rU~)u'. (44)o 48 2 8

For a partially coherent case due to Eq. (38), the in-
t I,. tensity of the subtracted image can be shown to be

Ak. tol 10W)- £C - ainc(2dh.t)IAX + Co(%I - sinc(2dwo)]

C .....-- x sinc(fcwoA,)A, cos(2wwu')
0 4 2 6 S 40 0 4 9 Is 14

a.00- Frbquwy .Iowelmm) Sooa Frequ.,cy *(Irn4aftml + Es-aine(2 AMAco*2r(2w)u'. (45)
8

10) (63 Note the addition of a second harmonic term
Fig. 7. Apparent modulation transfer function for a partially [cos2sr(2w)u'i to the basic frequency. The MTF is
coherent image subtraction: (a) baic frequency; (b) second defined as the ratio of the contrasts of the input and

harmonic. output sinusoidal objects. These are given by
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MTFw--(46

MT iw -2 sinc(2dcfo)J(2 - Q sinc(fwwxs 4 6)

10 - CS - 8 sinct2da) N * 5..
MTF(2w) - (2 - C) sin(2fwwoAX) (47)

10 - C - 8 sin (2dwo) 
I se

As previously stated Eqs. (46) and (47) will allow the
evaluation of the temporal and spatial coherent re-
quirements for image subtraction. L. .o

0"0.

A. Temporal Coherence Requirement
The case of strictly spatial coherence will be discussed se sh se o.

first. This requires that the slit width d approach zero. $Pedro eaeawjt AMA)
Equations (46) and (47) will then become

Fig.& Relationship between the cutoff frequency u and the spec-
MT'FW) - sinc(/ ,, (48) tral Mndwidth of the light source AX for diffeent minimum desirable

MTF(2w) - sinc(2fwmoAX). (49) contrasts CM.

The normalized MTF curves of the basic and harmonic
frequencies are shown in Fig. 7. It is obvious that the
contrast of the subtracted image decreases monotoni-
cally as a function of the object spatial frequency. I
However, the MTF of the subtracted image decreases-_m .
as the spectral bandwidth of the light source increases. i
In other words the quality of the subtracted image im- "
proves as the spectral bandwidth of light source and the ,
spatial frequency of the object decrease. "v "

Let w be the cutoff spatial frequency where the MTF
decreases to a minimum value Cm as shown in Fig. 7.

* The value Cm depends on the maximum resolution of a s . 0 M '
the output recording material. Figure 8 shows the Sea aweoe Ax (
functional relationship of the cutoff frequency Ow, and
the spectral width AA for various values of Cm. It is Fig. 9. Relationship between the cutoff frequency md the spectral

possible to determine the spectral bandwidth require- bandwidth of the light source AA for various values of separation H.
ment AX from this figure. The relationship between 2H is the main separation between the input object transparencies.
the cutoff frequency w,, the spectral width AX, and the
separation between two input transparencies H is shown
in Fig. 9. Note that the spectral bandwidth required
for a given cutoff frequency decreases with increasing Table . Tem.,e- Coesemsas Me*emaeW far Dilmei w s ail M.

separation H. Table III illustrates the dependence of
AX on wc and H. The focal length of the Fourier -Am:A:):4 8 12 16 18
transform lens selected is f - 300 mm for calculation. H411)
It is clear from the table that, as the spatial frequency 5.0 240 135 92 67 52
and object separation increase, the spectral bandwidth 7.5 176 92 62 45 32
of the light source must decrease. 10.0 130 70 45 32 17

B. Spatial Coherence Requirement
Consider the case of perfect temporal coherence (i.e.,

AX - 0) and partially spatial coherence, where Eqs. (46)
and (47) are of the form

M I a (2 - CMI) -2 sinc(2dwo)] (50) I

10 - CS - 8 sinc(2dwo) IL

10- C C - 8 sinc(2do) Basic fie" Y

Note that the MTFs are independent of the object's 0,
spatial bandwidth. The above equations are, however,
dependent on the slit width d. This requires that the
grating be precisely designed to match the separation
of the object transparencies, i.e., seprtion H(mM)

(ft- H/(fo). 52) Fig. 10. Apparent modulation transfer function vs the separation

The plots of the MTF vs the separation H for Eqs. (50) H for different desirable contrasts C..
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and (51)areshowninFig. 10. It is obvious that toob- Tel. 5eeUlohwsuaaeU asU srui Sau
tain a high-contrast subtraction image the separation -S 0, H
H must be reduced. However, decreasing the separa- d(M) MM)
tion between the object transparencies limits the size
of input objects to be processed. The relationship be- 9..0
tween the MTF, the object transparency separation H, 0.1 0.0076 0.005 0.0038
and the slit width d is numerically presented in Table 0.3 0.0o52 0.0035 0.0026
IV, where the focal length of the Fourier transform lens 0.6 0.0031 0.0021 0.0015
was assumed to be 300 mm.

Note that this table indicates the necessity of a very
narrow source size to achieve an adequate MTF.
However, to obtain a high-intensity narrow source size
is difficult to achieve in practice. The problem can be
solved considerably if source encoding techniques for
image subtracting are used 1 7.18  I°D V
A multislit source encoding mask is used for this il- a., n PuotCY I

lustration. The spatial period of the encoding mask 0.4. B. eR."euuc

should be precisely equal to that of the diffraction ,
grating G (i.e., D = 11we). The spatial coherence re-
quirement, although independent of the slit size, is
governed by the ratio of the slit width to the spatial 0 0. OR O 0. a

period of the encoding mask, i.e., dID. The ratio dID
must be relatively small to achieve a high degree of
spatial coherence. The dependence of the MTF on dD Fig. 11. Relationship between mTF (w), MTF (2w), and the ratio
is shown in Fig. 11. It is obvious that the subtraction of the slit width to spatial period d/D.
effect ceases when the MTF approaches zero, i.e., dD
= 0.3. A few numerical examples are presented in
Table V.

Table V. fpatW CMnM. ft hmM for VeUis WD
IV. S d/D 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.30

We have shown that the temporal and spatial co-
herence requirements for some partially coherent op- M 0.85 0.57 0.18 0.006
tical processing operations, namely, image deblurring
and image subtraction, can be determined in terms of
the output intensity distribution. For image deblurring atively higher MTF - 0.85 can be obtained. Compared
the temporal coherence requirement depends on the with the image deblurring operations, the coherence
ratio of the deblurring width to the smeared length of wi t ae dering or the con
the blurred image. To obtain a higher degree of de- requirements are more stringent for the subtraction
blurring a narrower spectral width of the light source proyess.is rquied.Forexaple if he eblmin raio w/w Finally, the solution to the coherence requirement for
is required. For example, if the deblurring ratio Aw/w partially coherent processing is not restricted to theis 0.1, the spectral width, AX, should be <640 A. o h el ri ga d s b r ci no e ai n

For the spatial coherence requirement the image application of the deblurring and subtraction operation,
deblurring depends on both the deblurring ratio Aw/w but may also be applied to any other optical processing
and the smeared length w. If the deblurring ratio Iw/w operation.
- 1/10 and w - 1 mm, a slit source <0.26 mm should be We wish to acknowledge the support by the U.S. Air
used. For a smeared image deblurring operation the Force Office of Scientific Research grant AFOSR-81-
constraints of the temporal and spatial coherence re- 0148.
quirements are not critical, which can be achieved in
practice. Appnix

For image subtraction, the temporal coherence re- To prove the following relationship:
quirement is determined by the highest spatial fre-

1 a2w ) _x 24( 0-quency and the separation of the input object trans- £J.f" ~m' - (-1)

parencies. If the separation and spatial frequency of E- s Wn ei " -W I
the input transparencies are high, a narrower spatial sinc
bandwidth of the light source is required. 2rno A

For spatial coherence requirement, the modulation X sin W "I gn(u').
transfer function, which determines the contrast of the (A)
subtracted image, depends on the ratio of the slit width
to the spatial period of the encoding mask, i.e., dD. If we let x/lXf - f, and X/X0W - 1.
the ratio dD is low, a higher contrast subtracted image The problem then reduces to finding the solution
can be obtained. For example, with dID O 0.05, a rel- for
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>4 1 ui ( j2vr / Wu a)dflz. (2)

Since there are an infinite number of poles in the real[domain, i.e.,

xnl. n-l.2 .... )

Equation (A) will be evaluated for the cases of u' > 0
and u' : 0. The contour integration, which is taken
over the upper half of the complex plane (see Fig. 12), Fig. 12.J is given by

if ~ + fI -'-- ep(-j2.fz,')df. - 0,lr'FE Iin~lfx

(A4)

where x is the radius of the small half-circles around the
poles, and R is the radius of the larger contour half-
circle. Denote

z=- R dz), = OR exp(j9)dG. (A5)

The last term of Eq. (A4) may then be written Fig. 13.
SRfX e "p(j2vfxu')dfx ,f ep(j2wzu')dz

f -2vR 2 ezp(j21rRu' cos9) exp(-2vR sinfu')O exp(2j9)

JR ezpljvlR(cose + j sinO)l - ezp[-jrlR(co@ + j sin#)]

(A6)

so that

"a f rfx e .p(j2,zu')df. -0. W) Roenom
sin(rlfz) 1. J. W. Goodman, Introduction to Fourier Optics (McGraw-Hill,

New York, 1968).
But from Eq. (A4) it is easily shown that as R ap- 2. F. T. S. Yu, Introduction to Diffraction Information Procesuing
proaches infinity and Holography (MIT Press, Cambridge, 1973).

3. A. Vander Lugt, IEEE Pro 6, 1300 (1974).
viz eXp(j2fzu')dfx=-2vj . R,, (A8) 4. G. L Rogers, Opt. Lamer Technol.?, 153(1975).

- sinrllx) ,,--, 5. M. A. Monahan. K. Bromley, and R. P. Rocker, Proc. IEEE W5,

where 121 (1977).
6. K. Bromley, Opt. Acta 21,35 (1974).

R. -lim(z z ozp(j2vzu') .(-1P'n ozp(j2nvu'/I) .(A9) 7. G. L Rogers, Noncoherent Optical Processing (Wiley, New York.
Xa" ini(lZ) TOz 1977).

Therefore, & S. Loewndtl and P. Chavel in Proceedings, ICO Jerusalem 1976
, Conference on Holography and Optical Processing, E. Marom,

- x4 - 2sn, A. Friasem, and R Wiener-Avnesr, Ed. (Pergamon, New York,

fsin(ix) epj2 u')dfz - (-1)"n sin -- 1977).
9. A. Lohmann, Appl. Opt. 16, 261 (1977).

foru'>O. (A10) 10. K N. LeithandJ.Roth. Appl. Opt. 19. 25(1977).

11. M. Born and E. Wolf, hinciples of Optics (Pagmon. New York,
The contour integral taken over the lower half of the 1970).
plane as shown in Fig. 13 is similarly given by 2. F. T. & Yu, Opt. Comm. 27,23 (178).

13. P. T. S. Yu, Appi. Opt. 17. 3571 (1978).
4 i 2rn 14. F. T. S. Yu. Proc. Soc. Photo-Opt. Instnwn. Eng. 232,9 (1960).

ex p(j2 u/x-u')d F E (- n sin-s-u', 15. S. L ZhuM"A, T. H. Cho and F. T. S. Yu, Opt Lett. , 102
E " " in(wlz) 4-1 (1981).

foru'<0. (All) 16. K. Dutta and J. W. Goodman, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 67,798(1977).
17. F. T. S. Yu, S. L Zhuang, and & T. Wu, AppL. Phys. 827,99

The results of Eqs. (AO) and (All) thus prove that the (19s).
equality of Eq. (AI) holds true. IS. .T. WuandF. T. S. Yu. Appl. Opt. L 4082(1961 ).
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Abstract. In this paper, the general formulations of the apparent transfer function for the

partially coherent optical processor will be derived. Although these formulas show that the
apparent transfer function is dependent upon the degree of spatial and temporal coherence,
there is actually more variability in the spatial coherence. We note that the obtained
formulas may also be used as a criterion in the selection of source size and spectral
bandwidth of an incoherent light source. Thus a specific optical information processing
operation can be carried out with an incoherent source.

PACS: 42.30, 42.80

The description of a transfer-function for a linear coherence regime. Nevertheless, using a sinusoidal
spatially invariant optical system is an important analysis, an apparent transfer function for a partially
concept in image evaluation. The techniques of using coherent optical system was obtained. The result is
amplitude and intensely sinusoidal objects as input appreciably different from those that would have been
signals to determine the transfer characteristic of a obtained from a linear system concept, either in in-
coherent and an incoherent optical system has been tensity or in complex amplitude. In a more recent
investigated previously (1, 2]. In the past, the concept paper, Dutta and Goodman [5] described a procedure
of system transfer function has been used as a criterion for sampling the mutual intensity function so that the
to evaluate the image quality of an optical system. image of a partially coherent object can be
However, a strict coherent or incoherent optical field is reconstructed.
a mathematical idealization. An optical field that In this paper, we shall show that an apparent transfer
occurs in practice consists of a very limited degree of function for an optical information processing system
coherence, because the electromagnetic radiation from can be derived from a partially coherent illuminator.
a real physical source is never strictly monochromatic. We shall show that the apparent transfer function of a
In reality, a physical source cannot be a point, but partially coherent optical processor is dependent upon
rather a finite extension which consists of many ele- the temporal and spatial coherence of the light source.
mentary radiators. We shall also show that, the concept of transfer
The optical system under the partially coherent regime function is a valuable one that can be used as a
has been studied by Becherer and Parrent [3], and criterion for selecting an appropriate incoherent light
Swing and Clay (4]. They have shown that there are source for a specific information processing operation.
difficulties in applying the linear system theory to the
evaluation of imagery at high spatial frequencies.
These difficulties are primarily due to the inapplica- 1. Appareat Tramaer Fimeti for Temporal Cohmae
bility of the linear system theory under partially In a recent paper (6], we have evaluated the coherence

I. requirement for a partially coherent optical infor-
Visiting scientist from Shanghai Optical Instrument Research mation processing system. We have shown that the

Institute. Shanghai, China temporal and spatial coherence requirements are, re-

0721-7269/82/0028/0359/I01.60
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y % )t u.v) ftx.y)

/

. V. LV P Fig. 1. A partially coherent optical information

processor. (L: achromatic transform lans: po:
source plane; p, : input plane; p,: spatial fre-

f f f f f -+ f " quency plane:P3: output plane)

spectively, dependent upon the spectral bandwidth and ing can be written as:
the source size of the light source. In the analysis of the tu)=0l +ccos2ncu)(l +cos21p0 u). (2)
temporal coherence requirement, we have assumed an
infinitely small light source with finite spectral width. where c is the spatial frequency of sinusoidal signal
And for the evaluation of the spatial coherence re- and c is the contrast. For simplicity, we use a one
quirement. we let monochromatic source with finite dimension analysis. Thus, the output intensity distri-
extent. In the evaluation of the apparent transfer for a bution of Eq. (1) can be reduced to:
partially coherent processing system, we shall also use
these basic approaches. I(u', A)= J y(xo)IA(x o, u'; i)I 2dxodi, (3)
We shall now evaluate the relationship between the A0- i...,2 -

apparent transfer function of an optical system and the
spectral bandwidth of a light source. Let us now refer 2x
to the partially coherent optical information system of A(x o, u'; .)= T(xo,x; )f(x)e-jTfxP'dx. (4)
Fig. 1. We note that a diffraction grating is used at the -

input signal plane (u, v). The purpose of using a is a complex amplitude function.
diffraction grating at the input plane is to disperse the In order to achieve a higher temporal coherence
input signal in the spatial frequency plane (x, y) so that requirement for the complex filtering process, we limit
a high spatial coherence can be achieved in the Fourier the spatial filter f(x, y) to a finite extension in the x
domain [7]. Thus the input signal can be processed in direction, i.e.,
a complex amplitude, rather than in intensity, with a
broad-band incoherent or white-light source. By using f(x)=rect X - Afp5
the partial coherent theory [8], we have computed a I AX
general output intensity distribution for the partially where Ax is the spatial width of the filter, and the filter
coherent processor, as shown in the following [7]: is centered at x is A& in the spatial frequency plane.

Ao+4A 2 w Since the Fourier spectrum of the input signal at th-
A~u',v')- = 'AXoYo))s.)c(.) spatial frequency plane p2 is:

Ao- .,2 -x

x T(xo+x-.fpo,yo+y)f(x,y)e -Af(X f dxdy T(xo,x; .)= (1 +ccos2rwu)

.dxodyodA, (1) -(I +cos2nPou)e .. f du (6)

where Ao and 4.A are the central wavelength and we obtain:
spectral width of the light source, y(xo, yo) is the source Ix +
intensity distribution, s(A) and c(A) are the source T(xo, x; A)= +b-5(
spectral distribution and the spectral sensitivity of the \ ).f I + 2 f---
recording material, respectively. f(x,y) is the filter + 6 (xo. + +
function at the Fourier plane, T(x, y) is the Fourier \i f-
spectrum of the input signal and po is the spatial (xo +x !/ x +x
frequency of this diffraction grating. For simplicity, + -Po + 6( +Po
assume that both so.) and c(.) are constants which can

be ignored in (1). We now use a sinusoidal input object +C X0 + X 0

transparency to evaluate the apparent transfer func- 4 40
tion of the optical processing system. The overall input + C6 (XO+X +(Po-i)
signal transmittance, that includes the diffraction grat- 4 0 J
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c .x o  x where A. is the spatial bandwidth of the light source.
4 .- (p-w) In the following, we shall attempt to evaluate the

coXo+X + output intensity distribution of (10) in the following
*+ 6 Po ++W) (7) separated cases:

where poo. :i for o < (2A )f , the output intensity distri-
In optical signal processing we focus only the first- bution of Eq. (10) becomes
order terms of (7) in the following

I __ \c(x+ I c C2

T(x0 , x x= - P) + c(Po()) + + cos(2') + -cos(22w (1)44 828o
+ 6 (-x "-(Po + o) (8) where the image contrast for both basic and second

4 ( )) harmonic frequencies are

By substituting (5) and (8) into (4), we have: A 4cW= 42

A(xo, u'; 1i= rect Jx-Afpo d x  a_ = [ AIx J and
i~1 t xo +x ) x 2.2 .c

- -T(x +xPo e Tf)x'dx (1)(( (12b)

+: • rectfx-fPoe-tixudx Ax Ax
A ID {dx J (ii) for Ax <w< Ax we obtain

.f(2 +AA) (2 -

_c 4 O-- +P°- e- Afdx I'2 (u'.A )= A 8 j -,2 + --A

2c4 4 xAud( + 8 2f 2(3

+ tCe rect Cxx and

c 6( o +' fXo + w o y'zt (w) = 4cAx-2fA +fwA) 
Jx J 4foA + cN(Ax_2fo) +f (13)

+C.,?J rect f - j
pSI

'
I yA21(w) = c2 (Ax-2fwAo+foi A A)(4

(9) 4fwAA+c 2(Ax-2fo).0 +foAA); (14b)

no 11IIj inorent soe isj 2c~ +fawhere * denotes the convolution operation. (M) for x> , (10) becomes
We now consider the effect due to temporal coherence. f(2Ao AA)
Let us now assume that the incoherent source ison sorea~. (o=(otu ()eoe S(' ,)IA

point source, i.e., Ajx 0) -6(x0), thus (3) becomes j'1(' A4=- . (15)AO + AAI 2an

I(u', JA) S A(u'; A)A(u'; A)dA and
A° JA 2 C2 40(c) - Ay' ) O. (16)I o+.4A2 [ ca  { o i i

A* - A" 4 8 A We also note that for the case of monochromatic point

+ fcs(2 () source, the output irradiance distribution is

I 2 )Adx 2 22{N)I 2c cos(2xsm) + El cos(2Wtom'),

+ E cos(2x(2w)u') rect dA, (10) -e7 IM )
8 Ax (17)

I ili
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MTF(w) MTF(W)

Ax- 201 AX.I.5NM AX.3.OMI,. /s.ooA l.o

A,. goo& 4.5MM

0.G.
AX A4.5M4.

M4 0.4

0.2 0.2

V 4 a IZ is 0 4 S 12 is 20

Spatial Frequency (lines/mm Spatial Frequency tlinesMM

Fig. 2. Temporal coherence apparent transfer function as a function Fig. 3. Temporal coherence apparent transfer function as a function
of input signal frequency w, for various values of spectral width dA of w, for various of spatial width of filter Ax

where Which apparent transfer function reduces to a function

Y 0)= 4c (18a) of po and AL
2 + c-1 We now illustrate the dependency of the apparent

and transfer function upon the spectral width of the light
)  c2 source AA, the spatial width of the filter ix, and the

( 2  +c " (18b) spatial frequency of the grating Po Figure 2 shows the
plots of the -apparent transfer function (MTF) as a

Because the apparent transfer function can be obtained function of the input signal frequency w for various
by the ratio of the contrast of the output basic values of spectral bandwidth /. From this figure we
frequency signal to the contrast of the input signal, we
have Ax

for o<f(2A° + AA)
(2 + c2)(!ix- 2foAo + fo/iA) AX AIX

MTF(w) =/ 2f x2-7-+ A) for oA) < A
c2)A (Ax - 2fwuA0 + fwi).) f(2A0 +AA.) - f(2lO0 - 4.)

Aix
for w (19)

which is depending upon the spatial frequency of the
diffraction grating Po, the spatial width of the filter Ax,
and the spectral bandwidth of the light source A. notice that the MTF is not appreciably affected by the
We note that the width of the filter Ax should be spectral bandwidth AA of the light source, except for
chosen to coincide with the product of the spatial some slight changes in frequency response. For exam-
frequency Po of the diffraction grating, the focal length pie, an AA becomes broader, a slight reduction in lower
of the achromatic transform lens, and the spectral frequency response is expected. However, the system
width AA of the light source, ie., bandwidth is somewhat slightly broader. Figure 3

shows the variation of MTF as a function of co for
'dx-PofAA. (20) various values of spatial width Ax of the filter and a
By substituting this relationship of (20) into (19), we
have 1 for w < 2oAA

2).O + 4)A
MFI(w)- (2 + c2)(poAA - 2wAo + odA) for POA _c__< P°

4w4A + c'(poAA - 2wAo + coAA) 2Ao + APA  2A° - AA

0 for w POA (21)
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MTF(w)

where As is the extended source size with reference to
F,.so P..1oo (4), we see that

.o luA(u', xo)A *(u',xo) -rect {X-

04 / / \ C 4 +AxfC
P*.i50 lineS/mm2

o.m C2 rect xO + rfOj ect ____
Ax5 6( JAx J x f

0.6 cI ( 0 ~~w
+ cos(2neou') rect jA-.f~

0.4 + rect I0 xO 1Ofw})

+ 8 cosl2 W2ou') rect /- , (24)

0 4 6 12 1S 2o where we have used the following relationship
Spatial Frequency t lifles/mm) f l f

x I rect = rect. (25)
Fig. 4. Temporal coherence apparent transfer function as a function [a a+b

of w for various values of gating spatial frequency Po By properly shifting the coordinate axis, (24) can be
written as

A(u', x0)A*(u', x0)= 4 rect {-x
given A. From this figure we see that the system A4rtAx
bandwidth is linearly related to that of the spatial c tI Xo I  + xo })

width of the filter. In other words, the larger the spatial + -rect jI +2 fo + r {Ax -2Afw
width of the filter used, the wider the system band-

width which may result. Figure 4 also shows the +cos(2xC') JXo { Xo
dependent of the MTF upon the spatial frequency of 4 ( rea 1 +rect 6 Ax-X2fcJ
the grating Po. Again, we see that the system band- c 2 X0
width is linearly proportional to Po, as expected from + -cos(22cou') rect Ix-2Ufco" (26)
the relationship of (20). In other words, a higher
frequency grating has the advantage of achieving finer By substituting (23) and (26) into (22), we obtained the
image resolution. However, this advantage of using a following output intensity distribution and the basic
higher spatial frequency grating is somewhat com- and second harmonic frequencies
pensated with the use of a larger achromatic transform (i) for 0< As < Ax - 2fw, we have:
lens, to which is generally more expensive. [( 2 + C

" (:(u ', , s ) = + + + cos(2no'u')

2. Appamrent Transfer Fuctioa for Spatial Coherene + C-cos(2x2wu') As, (27)

* Now we shall determine the dependent of the apparent and
transfer function upon the source size As. To simplify 4c
our analysis, we assume that the light source is mono- A"() 2+ ' (28a)
chromatic but with finite extent. The output intensity
distribution of (3) can therefore be written as: ='ci) - 2+c2 ; (28b)

I(u',As)= 5 v(xoA(u',xo)A2dxo. (22) (ii) for Ax-24fw<As<x, we obtain

-s + !- (Ax- 2Afw)
For simplicity, we assume that a uniform irradiance c 16
distribution of the extended light source exists, i.e., + -(As + Ax - 2ofw) cos(2rwu')

Sxo ) - rect + (23) + - 2ofw) cos(W '), (29)

I
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Fig. Sa and b. Spatial coherence apparent transfer function as a Fig. 6a and b. Spatial coherence apparent transfer function a
function of input signal frequency (u, for various values of source size function of input signal frequency (a. for various values of filter width
As. (a) Basic MTF. (b) Second-harmonic MTF Ax. (a) Basic MTF. (b) Second harmonic MTF

and S, 0j C(4x - ow(3a

V2)(W _ 4c(ds +Ax - V.fco) (30a) and) 4Ax + c2(As + Ax - 2).0fw)' (k
44s +C2 (AS+Ax-2A~fw)' andx Aoe) 3b

2c2(Ax - U.Jo) (3b ANO-4x+c2(A x -JrO)
V2(D 44As+cy(Ads+ Ax -2Af ) ) for As > Ax + -2Awe ' ave:

(iii) for Ax <As <Ax +2A~fco, (26) becomes(v)or4>xVf eha:

11 1u'A) (C +Ax 5 (2Ao J14 ku',AS)- + C2) Ax + E (Ax - Afw) cos(2xtxu')

C 4 1)A+T6+ - 2(Ax -V. 0 fco) cos(2x2wu') (33)
+ (Ax - Aow)cos(2xau')

+ ! Ax -2A~f) co(2x~u').(31) V14)W) -4c(dx - Aofw)(3a8j(x2owcs2~u) 3)~ 0 (2+c 2)Ax'
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and the source size increases. Unlike the first harmonic

c(Ax - 22fco) MTF of Fig. 5a, the cut-off frequency tends to stay at
(34b) the same values, although the higher frequency re-

(2 + c)Ax sponse decreases rather rapidly.
(r) for Ax <oi, of we again obtain Figures 6a and 6b show the basic and the second-harmonic MTF as a function of input spatial frequency

I5  Ju'. is)= constant. (35) w, for various sizes of spatial filters Ax, for a given As.
and From these two figures, again we see that the transfer

system bandwidth is linearly related to the size of the
2 (36) spatial filter. Thus MTF is obviously limited by the

filter bandwidth of the optical processor. The increase
Notice that where this cut-off frequency of the optical of filter bandwidth also causes a reduction in temporal
system is w , = Ax/ Af Thus the apparent transfer coherence, which in turn reduces the processing capa-
function of the optical processing system, for both the bility. Nevertheless, an optimum processing capability
basic and second harmonic frequencies are

for OAs<Ax-2Aofc6
(2+c 2)(s+Ax-2Ai°f&) for Ax-2A)f;5 As<Ax
42s + (As + Ax - 2ofw

- MTFI 4Ax + c2(As + AxofCO) for Ax: _As; Ax + 2Afco (37)
1x (A s + Ax -,2.0fw
Ax - for Ax + 2ofw; As

Ax
" 0 for Ax cowAf

- and similarly:

* I for 05As<Ax-2Aofco

2(2 + c 2)(Ax-24fc) for Ax - 2)0 ofAs<Ax
4As+c 2(As+Afx- 2+Aofto)

. MTF(2,) 2(2 + c2 )(Ax - 2Aofo) (38)
M4Ax + c(As + Ax-2A fo) for Ax As <Ax +2/.fc3

Ax-2. 0 fw for Ax+2iofwSAs

I,. Ax
0 for Ax;5 Aofw.

i oFrom the above equations, one may see that MTF,
either for the fundamental or for the second-harmonic can be obtained with the appropriate MTF for certain
frequency, decreases rather rapidly as the source size optical processing operations.
As increases. Figure 5a shows MTF as a function of
input spatial frequency w, for various values of source 3. Cmcumko
size As. From this figure, we discover that the fre-
quency response (i.e., MTF) decreases quite rapidly as The nonlinear behavior of the partially coherent opti-

1 the source size increases. In other words, for a fixed cal processor, when considering either intensity or
filter size. the smaller the source size used, the better amplitude distribution input signals, necessitates the
the system frequency response. We also see that. where use of the apparent transfer function to accurately
the source size is adequately small (e.g., As;0.02 mm) predict the system response. We have derived the
the MTF approaches the strict coherent MTF, on the general formulas for MTF in terms of the theory of
other hand, if the source size is significantly large (e.g., partially coherent light. These derivations indicate the
As k 4 mm) the MTF approaches that of the incoherent dependence of MTF upon the degree of spatial coher-
case. Figure 5b shows the second-harmonic MTF as a ence (Le., the source size) as well as the degree of
function of input spatial frequency co. From the figure. temporal coherence (i.e., the source spectral band-
we see that frequency response decreases even faster as width). MTF has been shown to be less dependent
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upon the spatial coherence requirement as compared spatial frequency plane. Finally, we stress that the
to its relationship with the temporal coherence apparent transfer function which we have obtained is
requirement. rather general and may be applied to any partially
It has been noted that the spatial bandwidth of our coherent optical processing system.
optical processor is primarily dependent upon the size
of the filter Ax, where the filter is placed in the Fourier Acknowledgement. This work is supported by U.S. Air Force Office

plane. The transfer systems bandwidth may be in- of Scientific Research under grant no. AFOSR41-0148.
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SOURCE ENCODING, SIGNAL SAMPLING AND

FILTERING FOR WHITE-LIGHT SIGNAL PROCESSING

by F. T. S. Yu

Electrical Engineering Department, The Pennsylvania State University

University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

Abstract vhite-light system is relatively easy and econom-

ical to maintain; and 5. The white-light pro-
A relation between spatial coherence and cessor in particularly suitable for color image

source encoding intensity distribution is pre- processing.
sented. Since the spatial coherence require-

ment is determined by the signal processing One question that the reader may ask, since
operation, a strict coherence source may not be the white-light system offers all these glamorous
needed for the processing. The advantage of the merits, why it has been ignored for so long? The
source encoding is to relax the constraints of answer to this question is that, it was a
strict spatial coherence requirement so that general acceptance that an incoherent source
the signal processing operation can be carried cannot process the signal in complex amplitude.

out with an extended incoherent source. The However, none of the practical sources are
effects of signal sampling on coherence require- strictly incoherent, even a whLte-light source.

ment is discussed. The advantage of signal In fact, we were able to utilize the partial
sampling is to Improve the degree of temporal coherence of a white-light source to perform the
coherence in the Fourier plane so that the sig- complex amplitude processing. The proposed

nal can be processed in complex amplitude with whiLte-light processor, on one hand it is capable
a broadband white-light source. Finally, of suppressing the coherent noise like an inco-
experimental demonstrations are included. herent processor, on the other hand it is capable

of processing the signal in complex amplitude like

a coherent processor.
Introduction

There is however a basic different approach
Since the invention of laser (i.e., a toward a coherent and a white-light processor.

strong coherent source laser has become a In coherent processing, virtually no one seems to

fashionable tool for many scientific applica- care about the coherence requirements, since the
tions particularly as applied to coherent optical laser provides a strong coherent source. However,

signal processing. However coherent optical in white-light processing, the knowledge of the
signal processing systems are plagued with co- coherence requirement is usually needed.
herent noises, which frequently limit their
processing capability. As noted by the late In white-light processing we would approach
Gabor, the Nobel prize winner In physics in 1970 the problem backward. First, we should know

for his invention of holography, the coherent what is the processing operation we wish to per-
* noise is the number one enemy of the Modern forme Is it a ID or 2-0 processing? Is the

Optical Signal Processing
1
. Aside the coherent signal filtering a point or point-pair concept?

* noise, the coherent sources are usually expen- What is the spatial bandwidth of the signal? etc.

sive, and the coherent processing environments Then with ths knowledge, we would be able to
are very stringent. For example, heavy optical evaluate the coherence requiremcts at the Fourier

beaches and dust free environments are generally and at the input planes. From the evaluated
required. results, we would be able to design a signal

samling function and a source encoding function
Recently, we have looked at the optical pro- to obtain these requirements. The objective of

ceseing from a different standpoint. A question using a signal sampling function is to achieve a
carises, is it necessarily true thet all optical high dogree of tamporal coherence in Fourier plane

signal processing required a coherent source? so that the signal can be processing in complex
The answer to this question is that there are amplitude, for the entire spectral band of a
many optical signal processings thea can be white-light source. And for the source encoding

carried out by a white-light source , The is to alleviste the constraints of an extended
advantages of the proposed white-light signal white-light source.
processing technique are: 1. It io capable of

suppresing the coherent noise; 2. White-light In the following sections, we shall discuss
sources are usually inexpensive; 3. The pro- in detail the source encoding, signal sapling
ceoasin enviroeentos are not critical; 4. The

IIl
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and filtering as applied to a white-light signal where (Anf/2) (p + Ap) and
processing.whraI Af2)p+A)an

pWhsing ihSia 2 ' (A nf/2r)(p
o 

- Ap) are the upper and the

lower spatial limits of H(p ,q ), and Ap is the
nn

We shall now describe an optical signal pro- spatial bandwidth of the input signal s(x.y).
cessing technique that can be carried out by a
white-light source, as illustrated In Fig. 1. The The limiting wavelengths of each H(p n,q ) can
white-light signal processing system is similar to be written as

th.t of a coherent system, except the use of . p 0 + lp Po - Ap
white-light source, source encoding mask, signal X . X and X A0 (4)
sampling grating, and achromatic transform lenses. 0
For example, if we place a signal transparency The spectral of therefore,
s(x,y) in contact with a sampling phase grating, U n
the complex light field for every wavelength A 4p0 P _(

behind the achromatic transform lens L would be AAn - An  X A2)
1~~ np2-(AP) 2 p 0  n

E(p,q;A) - f s(x,y)exp(ip x)exp[-i(px+qy)]dxdy
0 If we place this set of spatial filters side-by-

- S(p-povq), (1) side positioned over the smeared Fourier spectra.
then the intensity distribution of the output

where the integral is over the spatial domain of light field can be shown as,

the input plane Pl. (pq) denotes the angular N
spatial frequency coordinate system, p is the I(x,y) M E AX n A3 (xY;Xn*h(x,y; n (6)

angular spatial frequency of the mpl~ng phase n-1
grating, and S(p,q) is the Fourier spectrum of
s(x,y). If we write Eq. (1) in the form of where h(x,y;X) is the spatial impulse response of

linear spatial coordinate system (a,O), we have, H(p a,qn) and * denotes the convolution operation.
S p( Thus, the proposed white-light signal processor is

E(Ci,0;1) ZS( - y r ), (2) capable of processing the signal in cmplex ampli-

where p (2w/Af)c, q 0 (2w/Xf)8, and f is the tude. Since the output intensity is the sum of

focal length of the achromatic transform lens. the mutually incoherent narrow band irradianes,

-- Thus, we see that the Fourier spectra would dis- the annoyrg coherent noise can e eliminated.

perse into rainbow color along the a axis, and Furthermore, the hite-light source contains all

each Fourier spectrum for a given wavelength A the color wavelengths, the proposed system is

is centered at a + (Afl/2)p. particularly suitable for color signal processing.

Spatial Filtering. Signal Sampling
and Source Encoding

We have mentioned earlier for white-light

processing, we would approach the problem in
backward manner. For example, if signal filter-

_ , ma 0 ing is two-dimensional (e.g., 2-D correlation

~' ' operation), we would synthesize a set of narrow
spectral band filters for each ,A for the entire
smeared Fourier spectra, as illustrated in

/1 *I -Fig. 2(a). On the other hand, if the signal
,06W 9 ' filtering Is one-dimensional (eg., deblurring

due to linear notion), a broadband fan-shape

spatial filter, to accomodate the scale variation

due to wavelength, can be utilized as illustratel
in Fig. 2(b), Since the filtering io taken place
with the entire spectral band of the light source,
the coherent noise can be suppressed and the

Fig. 1. A white-it optical signal processor, white-light processing technique is very suitable

In signal filtering, we asm that a for color image processing.

sequence of complex spatial filters for various There Is, however, a tmporal coierenca

a are saiable, , II(Pn~qn) where requirement imposed upon the signal filtering in
Pn a (2w/Aaf)a" qn ' (2h/anf)B" In practice, Fourier plane. Since the scale of the Fourier

all the processing signals are spatial frequency spectrum varies with wavelength, a temporal
coherence requirement should be imposed on each

Is also beandliited, such oe spatial filter at the Fourier plans. Thus, the
spectral spread over each filter H(p, q_) isN(Pqn) 

C11 
< 

O a 2 * imposed by the temporal coherence r ~ui1ement,

L 0, otherwisea

112
i"
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Fourier transformation and vice versa. We note
that the source encoding function can consist of
apertures of any shape or complicated gray scale

transparency. However the source encoding func-

~2J M~O~A,)tion is only limited to a positive real quantity
"e , which is restricted by the following physical

realizable condition:

0 <yx)_.. (11)

S:-In white-light processing, we would search

for a reduced spatial coherence requirement for

the processing operation. With reference to this
reduced spatial coherence function, a source

(a) A multi-spectral-band filter, encoding function that satisfied the physical
realizability condition ca. be obtained. One of
the basic objectives of the source encoding is to
alleviate the constraint of a white-light source.tgo Furthermore the source encoding also improves the

utilization of the light source such that theL it7I optical processing can be carried out by an
extended source.

i VOlit We shall now illustrate an application of
0 the source encoding, signal sampling and filter-

ing for a white-light signal processing. Let
us nov consider a polychromagic image subtraction
The image subtraction of Lee that we would con-

(Jb) A fan-shape filter aider is essentially a one-dimensional processing
operation, in which a I-D fan-shape diffraction

Fig. 2. grating should be utilized, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. We note that the fan-shape grating

(i.e., filter) is imposed by the temporal coher-
n << 1. (7) ence condition of Eq. (7). Since the imge sub-

n Ptraction is a pont-pair processing operation,
a strictly broad spatial coherence function at

From this requirement, a high degree of temporal the input plane is not required. In other words,

coherence is achievable in the Fourier plane by if one maintains the spatil coherence between the
simply increasing the spatial frequency of the corresponding Image points to be subtracted at

sampling grating. Needless to say that, the the input plane, then the subtraction operation

same temporal coherence requirement of Eq. (7) can can be carried out at the output image plane.

also be applied for a broadband fan-shape filter. Thus instead of using a strictly broad spatial
coherence function, a reduced spatial cbberence

There is also a spatial coherence require- function may be utilized, such as
sent imposed at the input plane of the white-
light processor. With reference to the Wolf's r(y-y') - 6(y-y'-h•) + 6(y-y'+ho), (12)

patt81 bhee~o thory , 
the spatial c .herence

partial cbhrence theory the h en. where 2h is the main separation between the two
function at the input plaoe can be shown Input color transparencies. The source encoding

) y(o)epi2w f (-) (8) function can therefore be evaluated by through
SA0the Fourier transform of Eq. (9), such as0hr -wh

where (x ) denotes the intensity distribution of y(yo) - 2 cos (-no y0 )"
0 o) (13)the source encoding function. 0

Unfortunately Eq. (13) is a bipolar function which
From the Above equation, we see that the is not physically realizable. To ensure a physi-

spatial coherence and source encoding function cally realiable source encoding function, we let
form a Fourier transform pair, i.e., a reduced spatial coherence function with the

required point-pair coherence characteristic be:

and ,in(h Ir-Y )
.r(4) - I-1 [( )], (10) 1(Iy-y'I) " -  - inc(-y'I). (14)

where ' denotes the Fourier trasafomation. This 0
Fourier transform pair implies that if a spatial
coherence function is given then the source where N >1 1 a positive integer, and w << d.
encoding function can be evaluated through the Equation (14) represents a sequence of narrow
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pulses which occur at every ly-y'l - nho, where

n is a positive integer, and their peak values
are weighted by a broader sine factor, as shown
in Fig. 4(a). Thus, a high degree of spatial
coherence can be achieved at every point-pair
between the two input color transparencies. By - .. .,l
t.akiny the F,,url,;r tranforiam. Lin of Lhe redu:l - /
spatial coherence function of Eq. (14), the
corre.sponding souree encoding function is

y(]yl) -E rect w (15)
n-l ", _ "" -"TT ; "

where v is the slit width, d = (Xf/h ) is the
separation between the slits, and N Ys the number
of the slits. Since y(lyl) is a positive real
function which satisfies the constraint of
Eq. (11), the proposed source encoding function (a) A spatial coherence function.

of Eq. (15) is physically realizable.

'~~41 41 4.

I (b) A source encoding mask.

Fig. 4.

Experimental Demonstrations

We shall now provide a couple of experimental
results obtained with the source encoding, signal
sampling and filtering technique for white-light

Fig. 3. A vhite-li;ht image subtraction and extended incoherent sources, We shall firstprocessor. T(x) ; phase rating, show the result oblained for color image deblur-
r; Image lens, LC; collimated lens, ring due to linear motion with the white-light

processing technique. Since linear motion

L and L2; achromatic traneform deblurring Is a 1-D processing operation end

lenses, y(y); source encoding mask, the inverse filtering is a point-by-point filter-
C; f en-shape diffraction grating. ing concept such that the operation Is taking

*place on the smearing length of the blurred

In view of Eq. (15), we also note that, the Imsge. Thus the deblurring filter (i.e.,
separation of slit d is linearly proportional of mnvers filter) is a fan-shape type spatial

the X. The source encoding is a fan-shape type file ad an he temporal coherence requirement

function, as shown in Fig. 4(b). To obtain lines is Imposed by Eq. (11). The spatial coherence

of rainbow color spectral light source for the requirement is dependent upon the smearing

signal processing, we would utilize a linear length. A source encoding function of a
extended white-light source with a dispersive narrow slit width (dependent upon the searing)
phase grating, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Thus perpendicular to the smearing length is utilized.
with p t uFigure 5(a) shows a black-and-white color picture

wihappropriate source encoding, signal sampling o lre mg u olna oino
and filtering, color Image subtraction operation of a blurred tage due to linear notion of &

can be obtained at the output plane, le stress F-16 fighter plane. The body of the fighter
again, the basic advantage of source encoding plane is painted in black-and-white colors, the

is to alleviate the constraint of strict spatial wings are mostly painted in red, the tall Is

coherence requirement Imposed upon the optical black-and-white, and the ground terrain is
signal processor. The source encoding also generally bluish color. From this figure, we

utilization see that the plane is badly blurred. Figure 5(b)
of the light power o shows the color Image deblurringr result that we
o e t .obtained with the proposed white-light deblurriag

technique. From this deblurrd result, the
letters and overall shape of the entire airplane
are more distinctive than the blurred one.
Furthermore, the river, the highways, and the
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forestry of the ground terrain are far more the output image plane. The shadow and the
visible. We note that the color reproduction of parking line (in yellow color) can also be
the deblurred image is spectacularly faithful, readily identified. We however note that, this

and coherent artifact noise is virtually non- color image subtraction result is obtained by two
existed. There is, however, some degree of color narrow band extended incoherent sources. Exten-
blur and color deviation, which are primarily tion toward the entire spectral band of a white-
due to the chromatic aberration and the anti- light source is currently under investigation.
reflectance:o c nLlng of the trnnRform le.fRA.
Nevertheless, these drawbacks can be overcome by
utilizing good quality achromatic transform

(a) A black-and-white picture of

(a) A black-and-white picture of a blurred 
the input color objects.

color image.

' . -Lk

(b) A black-and-white picture of a de-
blurred color image. (b) A black-and-white picture of

the input color objects.

Fig. 5.

lot us now provide a color image subtrac-
tion utilized by the eource encoding technique
with extended incoherent sources as described in
previous sections. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) shows

two black-and-white color image transparencies
of a parking lot as input color objects,
Figure 6(c) shows the color subtracted image
obtained by the source encoding technique with
extended incoherent source. In this figure, the
profile of a (red) subcompact car can be seen at

I I1s

I __ __ __
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I,

(c) A black-and-white picture of the
subtracted color image.

Fig. 6.

Conclusion

IIn conclusion we would point out that the

advantage of source encoding is to provide an

appropriate spatial coherence function at the
input plane so that the signal processing can

be carried out by an extended incoherent source.

The effect of the signal sampling is to achieve

the temporal coherence requirement at the

Fourier plane so that the signal can be processed

in complex amplitude. If the filtering operation
is two-dimensional, a multi-spectral-band 2-D
filters should be utilized. If the filtering

.peration is one-dimensional, a fan-shape filter
can be used.

In short, one should carry out the proces-
sing requirements backward for a white-light pro-

cessing. With these processing requirements

(e.g., operation, temporal and spatial coherence

requirements), multi-spectral-band or broad-band

filter, signal sampling function, and source
encoding mask can be synthesized. Thus the signal
processing can be carried out in complex amplitude

4over the whole-spectral band of the light source.

We acknowledge the support of the U.S. Air
-1 Force Office of Scientific Research Grant

AFOSR-81-0148.
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COLOR IMAGE SUBTRACTION
WITH EXTENDED INCOHERENT SOURCES

F. T. S. YU, S. T. WU (*1

MOTS CLS: KEY wors :

Soustraction d'images en couleur Color image subtraction
Sources incohfrentes codges Coded incoherent sources

Sostractim d'images = couleur
utilisant des sources itendues acohirentes

SUMMARY : A technique of color image subtraction with encoded RtSUME : Nous prhsentons une mhthode de soustraction d'imnages
extended incoherent sources is presented. The objective of the source en couleur utilisant des sources incohfrentes codges. Le but du
encoding is to obtain a reduced coherence requirement for the image codage est d'obtenir [a cohrence nicessaire pour notre exp-rience
subtraction so that the inherent difficulty ofobtaining an incoherent avec une source relttivement grande. Nous donnons des risultats
point source can be alleviated. Experimental results for the color expirimentaux. La plupart des images 6tant des image en couleur,
image subtraction obtained with the incoherent processing techni- cette technique de soustraction pet avoir des applications diverses.
que are given. Since most images am multi-colored, this color image
subtraction technique may offer a broad range of applications.

1. - INTRODUCTION We have in a recent paper [2] demonstrated a
technique of image subtraction utilizing an extended

One of the most interesting segments of optical incoherent source. Since the image subtraction is a
information processing must be the image subtrac- one-dimensional processing operation and the spa-
tion. The applications may be of value in earth resource tial coherence requirement for the subtraction ope-
studies, urban development, highway planning, land ration is a point-pair coherence requirement, it is,
use, surveillance, automatic tracking, and many therefore, possible to encode an extended source to
others. The image subtraction may also be applied obtain the required spatial coherence. In a previous
to video communications as a means of bandwidth paper [3] we have shown a Fourier transform rela-
compression. For example it is only necessary to tionship between the spatial coherence and source
transmit the differences between the two images intensity distribution. In principle, it is possible to
in successive cycles, rather than the entire image in encode an extended source to obtain an appropriate
each cycle. spatial coherence for specific information processing

There are several techniques available for image operations.
subtraction which can be found in a review paper by Strictly speaking all images in the visible wave-
Ebersole [I]. However most of the optical image lengths, which includes the black-and-white images,
subtraction techniques have relied on a coherent are color images. Therefore it is of interest for us,
source to carry out the subtraction operation. But a in this paper, to extend this incoherent processing
coherent optical processing system is plagued with technique for color image subtraction.
coherent noise, which frequently limits its processing
capabilities. !I. - COLOR IMAGE SUfFRACTION

We will now describe a color image subtraction
(s) Vumg scholar fWm Shmigii Ist uitwe of Optics &W Flne operation with an encoded extended incoherent

Meh mics. Academis Sinic. (Chins). source, as depicted in filue I. For simplicity, twoII•
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Zirconium ARC

Condensing

-- a

4P

:h1

FIG. I. - Color Image Subtraction with Encoded Extended Incoherent Sources. BS Bea~n Spliter, MS ; Source Encoding Mask, L ; Achromatic
Transform Lens, GL; Draction Gratings.

incoherent light sources, each for a different color of where I,(x, y) and. l(x, y)den~raote the red and green
light (i.e., red and green), are used for the subtraction subtracted cooriageirdacs s. ,, 1
operation. For the detailed analysis of image sub- and 0,, are the corresponding red and green color
traction with an encoded extended source we refer input objects. From Eq. (4) we see that the subtract-
the reader to our previous paper [2]. ed color image can be obtained at the output image

In color image subtraction, we insert the color plane. Since the color image subtraction is obtained
image transparencies O1 (x, y) and 0,.(x, y) in the with extended incoherent sources, the coherent arti-
open apertures of the input plane P, which can be fact noise can be suppressed.
described as

(1) f (x, y) = O1 (x - a, y) + 0,.(x + a, y), IlL - SOURCE ENCODING
FOR IMAGE SUBTRACTION

where 2/ho is the separation between the two input
transparencies 01 and 0,. Two sinusoidal gratings We would now consider a source encoding technique
G1 and G,. designed for the red and the green color for image subtraction. As we have pointed out earlier,
wavelengths respectively are inserted in the spatial the image subtraction is a 1 - D processing opera-
frequency plane P3, and can be written as tion and the spatial coherence requirement is depen-

dent upon corresponding image points to be subtract-
(2!-. [I + sin (ho p,)] ed. Therefore, instead of utilizing a strictly broad spa-

(2) t " 2 'tial coherence function, a point-pair spatial coherence
and is sufficient. To insure a physically realizable source

intensity distribution, we let the point-pair spatial
(31, = [1 + sin hp),coherence be [2, 3]

where p. (2 na)/(., f) and p* - (2 ira)/(i,. f) are x
the spatial frequencie of the gratings, J, and At  _in______x_-

the red and green color wavelengths, ,, denotethe (5) r([Ix - x')
spatial coordinate in the sam direction asp, and f is N sin -Iox -xl

the focal length of the achromatic transform lens L,.)
By a straight-forward but rather cumbersome eva- (.]
luation, the irradiance around the origin of the outpt x.ic x.Ix-x
image plane P4 can be shown (21,

(4) I(x, y) - it,(x, y) + l,(, y) where 2 ha is the separation between the iroaie points,
N ), I a positive integer, and w 4 L The first factor- KIl O,(X, y) - O,,y)12 + of Eq. (5) represets a sequence of arrow pulue

+x101 .Ot(x, Y) -0O.(x, Y)1r, present ateveryIx - x' I ,where, is•positive

fI
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integer, and the peak values of the pulses are weighted spatial frequency requirement is high. then a narrow
by a broader sinc factor, as shown in figure 2(a). spectral width of the light source is required.
From this figure, we see that there exists a high degree
of spatial coherence between every point-pair of the IV. - EXPERIMENTAL DEMONSTRATION
two input objects 0, and 02. By taking the Fourier
transformation of Eq. (5), we obtain the following Strictly speaking, light sources emitting all primary
intensity distribution [3] colors (i.e., red, green, and blue) should be used for

the color images subtraction. For simplicity of expe-
(6) SOix 1) rectIx- ndl rimental demonstration, a mercury arc lamp with a

• =4tk w green filter (5 461 A) and a zirconium arc lamp with
a red filter (6 328 A) were used for the color light

where w is the slit width, d = (Aff)/h o is the separation sources. The intensity ratio of the two resulting light
between the slits of the source coding apertures, A sources was adjusted to about unity with a variable
is the wavelength of the light source, and f is the focal beam splitter.
length of the collimating lens. Thus the intensity The slit widths for the source encoding masks were
distribution of Eq. (6) represents N number of narrow about 2.5 p and the spacings of the slits were 25 ;A
slit apertures with equal spacing d, as shown in for the green wavelength and 29 IA for the red wave-
figure 2(b). From this result, it is possible to encode length. The overall size of the source encoding masks
an extended source to obtain a spatial coherence func- was about 3 x 3 mm' which contained about 120
tion at the input plane for the subtraction operation. and 100 slits respectively. The focal length of the

transform lenses was 300 mm. A liquid gate containing
two color image transparencies about 6 x 8 mm2

each and with a separation of about 13.2 mm was
sincr. placed behind the collimator. Two sinusoidal gratings

-with spatial frequencies of 1/(25 p) and 1/(29 p) were
used for the green and red color image subtraction

/ operation, as shown in figure 1.
In our first experimental demonstration, we provide

/ - : in figures 3(a) and 3(b) two sets of different colored

V2h.--J

(a)

(a)

w d

(b)

FiG. 2. - (a) A Point-pair Spatial Colerence Function. (b) Source

Efcodft Mask.

(b)
Since the scale of the Fourier spectrum varies with

the wavelength of the light source, a temporal cohe-
rence requirement should also be imposed on every
processing operation. In other words, the spectral
width (I.e., temporal coherence) of the light source
should be restricted by the following inequality [3)

AA n
(7) -4- hp.'

where A is the center wavelength of the light source
and p. is the highest angular spatial frequency requir- Fo. 3. - Color Image Ssbouction; Bbwy Object. (a) et (b) Iput
ed for the image subtraction. Consequently, if the Color EnIiA Wo". (c) Subtracted Color Inme.
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English words as input objects. Figure 31c) shows the profiles of a cucumber and a tomato can be seen
the subtracted color image obtained with the color at the output image plane.
subtraction technique. The input words STATE For the final demonstration, we again provide
UNIV. are red and green respectively in one set but two continuous tone color images of a parking lot as
they are green and red respectively in the other set input color object transparencies, as shown in
while in the subtracted image, as shown in figure 3(c), figures 5(a) and 5(b). From these input transparen-
both words are in yellow color, which is consistent cies, we see that a red color passenger car shown in
with the result we expected. In other words, the sub- the parking lot in figure 5ra) is missing in figure 5(b /.
tracted image of red and green produces yellow color Figure 5(c) is the color subtracted image obtained
since the red and green wavelengths are incoherent from the incoherent color image subtraction techni-
and therefore add incoherently to produce a yellow que as previously described. In this figure, a red
color. passenger car can clearly be seen at the output image

For a second demonstration, we provide two conti- plane. It.is also interesting to point out that the parking
nuous tone color images of two sets of fruit, as shown line (in yellow color) on the right side of the red car
in figures 4(a) and 4(b). By comparing these two can readily be seen with the subtracted image.
figures, we see that a dark green cucumber and a red
tomato are missing in figure 4(b). Figure 4(c) shows
the subtracted color image obtained with this incohe-
rent color image subtraction technique. In this result,

tot

(b)

( '.)

FIG. 4.- Color Image Subtraction- Continuous Tone Obiect.
(a) et (b) Input Color Object Transparencies Subtracted Color I(i . Color Image Subtraction, Parking Lot. tai et hi Input

Image. Color Transparencies. icl Suhrracted Color Imagc
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I V. - CONCLUSION .rnwherent subtraction technique. Since virtually all
dvagas of natural objects are color, the technique may

We have introduced a color image subtraction offer a wide range of practical applications.
technique with encoded incoherent sources. TheI basic advantage of source encoding is to increase REFERENCES
the available light power for the image subtraction I] EUSD (J. F.). - Op. An. 1973, 14.4M6
operation, so that the inherent difficulty of obtaining [2] Wu (S. T.). Yu (F. T. S.). - App!. Opt, (to be pdblislsed)
incoherent point sources can be alleviated. Since the [31 Yu (F. T. S.). ZHUANG (S. L.). WtU (S. T. - Appl. Phy.

technique uses incoherent sources, the annoying (to be. published).
coherent artifact noise can be suppressed. We would ___________________

see that the concept of color image subtraction may
also be extended to the use of white-light source, for The authors wish to acknowledte the support by U.S. Air Force
which a program is currently under investigation. In Office of Scientific Research Grant AFSOR41.0148.

experimental demonstrations, we have shown that
clrsubtracted images can be easily obtained by this (Mwwcript received in AuWust 3. 1981)

J E ©Masson, Paris, 1982
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Rainbow holographic aberrations and the bandwkth

requirements

Y. W. Ziwng, W. G. Zhu, and F. T. S. Yu

Rainbow holographic imag resolution, primary aberrtioms, and bandwidth requirements am prested.
The results obtained for the rainbow holographic process are rather general, for which the conventional holo-
graphic image reoluion, aberrations, and bandwidth requirements, cn be derived. Th condition for the
elimination of the five primary rainbow holographic aberrations are als given. Tbae conditions may be
useful for the application of obtaining a high-quality rainbow hologram image. In terms of bandwidth re-
quirements, we have shown that the bandwidth requirement for a rainbow holographic ontruction a usually
several orders lower than that of a conventional holographic process. Therefore, a lower-resolution record-
ing medium can generally be used for moat of the rainbow holographic constructions.

. Introduction Since the effective aperture of a rainbow hologram
The rainbow holographic process of Bentoni involves is generally smaller than that of a conventional holo-

two recording steps. First, a primary hologram is made gram, the spatial bandwidth requirement is generally
from a real object with the conventional off-axis holo- somewhat lower for the rainbow holographic process.
graphic techniques, and second, the rainbow hologram Therefore, it is usually possible to construct a rainbow
is recorded from the real hologram image from the pri- hologram utilizing a lower-resolution film.
mary hologram. The relaxation of the coherence re- N. Rainbow HolopapWhi Rwoluto
quirement on the reconstructing process arises from the
placement of a narrow slit behind the primary hologram In a recent paper the resolution limit and color blur
in the second-step holographic recording. However, t of a rainbow hologram were analyzed from diffraction
two-step holographic recording process is cumbersome optics. However, in practice, the slit used in a rainbow
and requires a separate optical setup for each step. it holographic process is many orders larger than the light
is usually a major undertaking for laboratories with wavelength. Therefore, the rainbow holographic pro-
limited optical components. An alternative method of cess can also be approached from slightly different
obtaining a rainbow hologram is the one-step process configurations as depicted in Fig. 1. For simplicity,
of Chen et al. 2-5 They had shown that the one-step both the recording and the reconstruction processes are
technique offers certain flexibilities, and the optical drawn in a composite diagram, where H, represents the
arrangement is simpler than the conventional two-step primary hologram which is in contact with a narrow-slit
process. We also note that the color blur of the Benton aperture SL, H2 represents the constructing rainbow
type rainbow hologram has been subsequently analyzed hologram, O(xoyo) is the object image point, I(xivy) is
by Wyant s Chen,7 and Tamura.s Recently, Zhuang et the rainbow hologram image point, and R(xr,y,) and
al. 9 investigated the image resolution and color blur for C(x,,ve) are the reference and the reconstruction point
a one-step rainbow holographic proces utilizing dif- sources, respectively. We note that if 0 and SL rep-
fraction optics. resent the object and slit images due to an imaging lens,

In this paper, we shall evaluate the primary aberra- the same diagram of Fig. 1 can also be used for the
tions and bandwidth requirement for a rainbow holo- analysis of a one-step rainbow holographic process.
graphic process. The correlations for the elimination With reference to Fig. 1, it is evident that the coor-
of the rainbow holographic aberrations are presented. dinate points P 1 and P12 are the marginal extensions

of the rainbow holographic recording region, which can
be written as

The authors are with Pennsylvania State University Electrical Pit (I - .o +dw (1)
Engineering Dep tment, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802. (.g(I)

*Received 20 August 1962. P12 -(Il - dwAf~ (2)
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Thus, the complex light-amplitude distribution due

to the object image point 0 at the rainbow holographic
recording plate H 2 is 1 0 R

Ui(x;k) = A1 exp-ikl[d2 + (X - xo) 21"21, (3) .. T
and the corresponding complex light distribution due P o
to the reference and reconstructing (called illuminating)
beams are P.

U2(x'ki) = A2 ezpI-ikilL? + (z - x,)2111
21, (4)

U3(x;k2) = A3 expt-iks[LI + (X - X,)211
121, (5) -

respectively, where the spatial impulse response is H, SL

hi(a - xzk2) - A4 explik2[12 + (a - X)2]1/21, (6) [ L*

Ai is a complex constant, k = 2r/X, and X, and X2 are
the wavelengths for the rainbow hologram construction Fig. 1. A composite rainbow holographic construction and recon-
and the reconstructing processing, respectively. struction process for the evaluation of the hologram image resolution

The corresponding complex light field of the rainbow and the primary aberrations: H1, primary hologram. SL, slit aper-
hologram image point I is ture; W, slit width; H2, rainbow holographic plate; 0, object image

point; 1, rainbow hologram image point; R, convergent reference point
&(W2) - 5 "U" UU3hid -C2 sinc[ (a+aJ,, (7) source; C, white-light reconstruction point source.

where -- X,(d + s) (12)

dLIL2  
W

-&LIL 2 + dLI - JdL2  We note that these results are identical to the results we
0 i . + obtained previously by Zhuang et al. 1o It is evident

a (I_ d L2-, + , (9) that this partial geometrics approach simplifies the

(4i,ai) identifies the position of the rainbow hologram rainbow holographic analysis.

image point I, and p A X2/XI. U. Rainbow Holouaphlc Aberration
The magnification of the hologram image can then In evaluating the rainbow holographic aberration, we

be written as expand the exponent of Eq. (7) in binomial expansion

M=---- 1_. -+=d - (10 such as' d L + J ,(10)z o d L I. I - ' t " - k [ + j i .: ± _ 1 ! L Z _2- ° )  + . . .
and the resolution limit of the rainbow holographic !p(xk) - k[L 2 

+ (X - a)21h12 - k 2) 8L3
process is (13)

21+( ) I+! Thus, by retaining the first three terms of Eq. (13), the
All = ; %2IL2(d + ) . (n1) third-order primary aberrations of a rainbow holo-

W (PLiL2 + Ltd - gML2d)W graphic process can be obtained.

where W is the slit width. If both the reference and the To evaluate the third-order primary aberrations, the
reconstruction beams are plane waves, the resolution phase factor of the real rainbow hologram image can be
limit becomes written as

ip k21421 + (X - X,)2 + (.y - y,)
21 112 - *ildll + (X - Xo)

2 + (y - yo)211"2

- ILI + (S - x,) 2 + (y - y,)21112 + i1, + (a, - X)2 + (, - y)211/21. (14)

With reference to the binomial expansion of Eq. (13),
Eq. (14) can be written as a configuration of the order
terms, i.e.,

'Ri - i + op + ipt + %oh, (15)

where #,, Op.,, and Oh are the first-, second-, and
higher-order terms, which shall be ignored in our eval-
uation. The third-order term, 6t, is written as

O f- lix - Xo)
2 + (y - yo) 212 

- -L Iz - X')'
8 Id3

+ (y - o)212 + . f(X - X,) + (y -y)211 l(ai Xz2 + (0, - y)21 (16)
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TaMe L Isefw hiWOuaMi Alwmadf e and OW Cemilhm Ia Eb*aM

Name Formula Condition of' eliminating aberration

Spherical S -+At -j -Ls- 1;d - 1;L1 - L2

C. .="- - + 2 - 1; d -=t ; L, - L 2 -

Coma

. 2 DI4|
C' ry Y, Y.O +i~ L - X, Yr XC Y

Astigmatism As "T . . .-but, L'L'.2, , are finite

Curatureoffmld F (+ Y ) -) 1;dL ; L L ,  ,

+Ia + P - ( ++ L  but, ., - , ar" y, te
j3 1.; f L, L, L2 L2

DA 4 E -s + .; 4'

=_+ (O y 1+ #
1? LLy2 L- L, - L2Ll d3  I1?LQ

Distortion u1L' EA A

3 L, L2'L, L2

3,'d3  I,$ Q

By substituting the relation of x - r cosO and y - r sinO -k S + L3 (Ccos + C, sine) -L F
into Eq. (16), the tbird-order phase factor can be shown 1-8 2 4

-- (A, cose + 2Ay sinO cost + Ay sin28)

hut k211 Up- ±w+AP r
T-3---++ -I(D,-cost-+-Dy sinO)J+-LI,2d 0 LC (18)

Q I. L -Ll where S represents the spherical aberrations, C, and

+ - " (j + y)- (XI + y) + .I (X2 + y'2) Cy represent the meridian and tangential coma, Ax, Ax,,
4173 Lf ' P Q tand A, are the astigmatism, Fis the curvrature of feld,-; 1+ r2 + Ad 2 and . and D, are the horizontal and vertical distor-

quations. By comparing this equation with Eq. (17), the
2 3 f equations for the five primary rainbow holographicain'

LE- i + (70 yO aberrations can be obtained as tabulated in Table I.
, QIn this table, the conditions for the elimination of the

_ r primary aberrations are given. It is evident that all the
Ll 'Y" + Z1Yj"e -T.; CI) primary aberrations can be eliminated if both the ref-

I Lerence and the reconstruction beams are plane waves
-s , + A and t- 1. Itisinterestingtonotethat fftheslitwidth

W is equal to the size of the primary hologram, by let-
9...!+1 3~ - 10; (17) ting S -O,the primary aberrations reduce to the con-

LI ' Q 'If ventional off-axis holographic aberrations as obtained
by Meier.il

Thus, t, can be written m a function of the five primary Since the rainbow holographic imaging is generally
aberrations10 such as produced by a white-light source, the aberrations are
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affected by tho wavelength spread A2s during the re- From Eq. (21) we see that the variation of the astig-construction process. We note that this wavelength matism is identical to that of the variation of curvature

spread AA2 is limited by observer eye through the slit of field. In ending this section, we point out that the
imag. Thus, the effect of aberration variation due to above equations have useful applications for evaluating
AA can be determined s shown in the following, for the rainbow hologram image quality.
simplicity as a I-D notation:

as A A L +' *A X -SI

A$ + AA?. IL .i L4(Li-d)(L2+Lid-LL (19d))
,,,. _ .I(dLL2

2L(L, -d) ! + 1- - C.£?(iLL+Ltd-AgLd)1 d L2 LIM

A, -" A, 11 1  II F AIIA.+ A-h2 IL -'I, -.1 2-)

x, I+ V ' 1- " Lso2ls|+ IL 2 (L, -d)j! + L- I To. +2(4AA (- 
11 

2 Lf d=J hi XtdL1L2 d L 2  d

+ Le 
h e v. p rt r of 

T 
rai w h

+5Ll -1 F F + "'l
L, L Id X AIL

d39) dL1, L, - ]dj

a) + 2 (--L (1,L,L, + Lid - iILsd)ll. (21)

I Al I r1 11 3 (p !G- + sxe l:.AD (I AA2D' + ' (- -. 'rIt

LJ 1A A2 At
z~~jfzl ~ +eg !E 4LJ's z2Jdti E , + d L2 L (22)mn

IV. Bkedwdi, emif
x Since the effective aperture of a rainbow hologram

__, 7 is generally smaller than that of a conventional holo-
gram, it is possible that a lower-resolution film can be

_- utilized. Therefore, it is our aim in this section to dis-

'0' cuss the bandwidth requirements of a rainbow holo-
Sgraphic process.

. We shall investigate for the case in which the slit and
the object image are located at opposite sides of the
rainbow holographic plots H2 as shown in Fig. 2, where

- 01 and 02 are the two external points of an extended
object image reconstructed from a primary hologram

SL Ht H1. Thus, from Fig. 2, we see that

L~.2 A omaposite raibour olauropi coauction and remoi- I ~ d(23)
truetiaprmin fordetmminrithe 'ud thrqulremnutu Hi, Pit- z,+ W,

prbmary holmp ; SL, slit apertm W, slit width; H, Mainbow ho-
lopaphic plete; 01-02, extended holopow objinct nae; R, conw- p,.-- U- w

sent riffea point ouas. 2
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Similar to what we did in previous sections, the where v denotes the spatial frequency. Therefore, the
complex light fields U1, U 2, and U3 due to the object spatial frequency bandwidth of the rainbow hologram
image points 01 and 02 and the reference beam R can can be shown as
be formulated. The terms contributing to the rainbow
holographic reconstruction process are 1 = 21-P - "1ijx-pu = (L1 + s)Axo

UIU5+ U 3Ui - 21A I I I A31 cOk 1 ILI -d - -x 0 1) + (LI - d)WI. (30)
2d

+ (x-x,) +0 (24) where g s + d and Axo - xo2 - xo. Ifwelet

(X - X02) A I + -I AXo, (31)
L-2U; + ( 3u; - 22I3 - l d -d- 2  

I - LJ

+ . +02 , (25) Ai g (I jj W, (32)

where AI, A 2, and A 3 are the complex constants, and 01 Eq. (30) reduces to
and 02 are the constant phase factors. The phase shifts AV= A + AF2, (33)
due to the Ui, U2, and U3 are where AP, and AV2 are the spatial frequency bandwidths

due to the size of object image and the slit of the rainbow
01k, L d- - X - + 9!, (26) holographic construction, respectively. Moreover, Eq.

(30) can also be written as

Io3 k -I-d- Xo2)
2 + (- +82, (27)

IL 2d &-TJa o + W+-(sAo-dW)-j- (34)

respectively. From this equation, we see that if (Axo)/W > dis, in-
The derivatives of 03, and 0132 represent the angular creasing L1 can compress the spatial frequency band-

spatial frequency along the x direction. Thus, the width of the rainbow hologram. On the other hand, if
corresponding linear spatial frequencies are (Axo)/W < ds, decreasing L 1 can also compress the

1 d 1 1 1 +o ,]spatial frequency bandwidth of the rainbow hologram.
V31 '. I- d!PI ."Idif 1_ L - L (28) However, for the case (x)/W = d/s, the L, is inde-

2w dx Apendent of Av.
= d dp3 I - + - ,] Table II shows the spatial frequency bandwidth re-
2 dx 1 [L-L- di d L11 quirements for various rainbow holographic recording

TNeL afbeu eebuaie Smiulikh f..Irmf

L I Reference waveform AV

LI plane wave "(AXo + W)

d < LI < convergent + L AX +( I

I

LI=d convergent d x0

P < L1 <d convergent

-8 < LI < -P divergent AL[jg .I)AX0 + (I+1+. ) W1

LI -s divergent W

XIS
-< LI < -s divergent -- I a AxO + 1+

At 1(

L -- plane wave (Azo + W)
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conditions. In this table, the notation p denotes the V. Conclusion
distance from rainbow holographic plate H 2 with re- The image resolution and third-order primary aber-
spect to the reference beam R, where the paraxial ap- rations of a rainbow holographic process were derived.
proximation holds. The results that we have obtained are rather general,

We note that, for a 2-D case, the general formulas for for which the resolution limits and the aberrations of
spatial frequency bandwidth requirements for a rain- a conventional holographic process can be derived from
bow holographic process can be written as these results. The conditions for the elimination of the

+ ~ + d irainbow holographic aberrations were also presented.
= I + L o + W These conditions are very useful for controlling the

1 111 d(35) rainbow holographic image quality.
1 Ayo + ILI The bandwidth requirement of a rainbow holographic

Xig dLi I L Iprocess was also evaluated. As compared with the
where Avx and Avy are the corresponding spatial fre- conventional holographic process, the bandwidth re-
quency bandwidths in the x and y directions, respec- quirement for a rainbow holographic process is usually
tively, for AXO > 0, Ayo > 0, and s > 0. It is inter- several orders lower than that of a conventional holo-
esting to note that if s = 0, W = L, and L = Ly, which graphic process. Thus, in practice, a lower-resolution
correspond to the recording conditions of a conventional film can be utilized for most rainbow holographic con-
hologram, Eq. (35) reduces to the results obtained by structions.
Yu,i2 i.e.,

=U,12 i~e., We wish to acknowledge S. L. Zhuang for his valuable
AV. - _L A
,

0 + I L comments and suggestions and the support of the U.S.I(36) Air Force Office of Scientific Research grant AFOSR-
SL [A yo + I _ L'I 81-0148.

To have some feeling of magnitude, we would provide
two numerical examples as given in the following:

(1) For conventional holograph construction process;
we letL. -Ly 1 - 100mm, Axo - Ayo - 60mm, d - 200
mm,L1 -- , and ,\ 5 X 10- 4 mm. By substituting
these data into Eq. (36), we obtain the following band- Rotwmcus
width requirements: Av,, - Ary - 1600 lines/mm. 1. S. A. Benton, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 59, 1545A (1969).

(2) For rainbow holographic construction process, 2. H. Chen and F. T. S. Yu, Opt. Lett. 2, 85 (1978).
welet W-7mm, L lOOmm, s 830mm, d -40mm, 3. F.T.S. Yu and H. Chen, Opt. Commun. 25,173 (1978).
LIl= 1000 MM, = 5 X 10-4 mm, and Axo - Ayo - 6 4. A. M. Tai, F. T. S. Yu. and H. Chen, Appl. Opt. 18, 61 (1979).
mm. By substituting these data into Eq. (35), we obtain 5. F. T. S. Yu, A. M. Tai, and H. Chen. Opt Eng. 19, 666 (1980).
the following rainbow holographic bandwidth require- 6. J. C. Wyant, Opt. Lett. 1, 130 (1977).

ments for the x and y directions: Au, - 40 lines/mm, 7. H. Chen, Appl. Opt. 17.3290 (1978).
andAvy - 246 lines/mm. In comparison with these two 8. P. N. Tamura, AppI. Opt. 17, 3343 (1978).
numerical examples, we see that the bandwidth re- 9. S. L. Zhuang, P. H. Ruterbusch, Y. W. Zhang, and F. T. S. Yu,

AppL Opt. 20,872 (1981).
quirements for the rainbow holographic construction 10. M. Born and K Wolf, EdA., Principles of Optics (Pergamon. New
are somewhat lower than those of the conventional York, 1964).
holographic process. Thus, in practice, a lower-reso- i1. I. W. Meier, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 55, 989 (1965).
lution film can be utilized for rainbow hologram re- 12. F. T. S. Yu, Introduction to Diffraction Information Processing
cording. and Holography (MIT Press. Cambridge, 1973).
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